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PI Production: Relevance @ LHC 
• In high precision LHC era, NNLO QCD the standard for inclusive 

processes, but:

↵QED(MZ) ⇠ ↵2
S(MZ)
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crucial to include EW corrections. Photon-initiated (PI) production 
important element of inclusive cross sections at this level of precision.

)
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Why bother?
• In era of high precision phenomenology at the LHC: NNLO 
calculations rapidly becoming the ‘standard’. However:

• Thus at this level of accuracy, must consider a proper account of 
EW corrections. At LHC these can be relevant for a range of 
processes (                                                         ).

↵2
S(MZ) ⇠ 0.1182 ⇠ 1

70
↵QED(MZ) ⇠

1

130

! EW and NNLO QCD corrections can be comparable in size.

W , Z, WH, ZH, WW , tt, jets...

R

• For consistent treatment of these, must 
incorporate QED in initial state: photon-
initiated production.
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• Exclusive/semi-exclusive production: colour singlet photon naturally leads 
to events with intact protons/rapidity gaps in final state.

20

Lepton pair production

• ATLAS (arXiv:1506.07098) have measured exclusive   and    pair 
production      use                    to compare to this.

e µ

EUROPEAN ORGANISATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

Submitted to: Phys. Lett. B. CERN-PH-EP-2015-134
18th August 2015

Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels

12

) SuperChic

Rapidity Gaps

• Clean, ~ pure QED process at LHC:

★ Probe of BSM (anomalous couplings, ALPs, 
SUSY…). LHL et al., JHEP 1904 (2019) 010, EPJC 72 (2012) 1969, C. 

Baldenegro et al., JHEP 1806 (2018) 131, JHEP 1706 (2017) 
141, L. Beresford and J. Liu, arXiv:1908.05180, PRL 123 
(2019) no.14, 141801…

Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of sleptons ˜̀ via photon–photon fusion. Each slepton decays
directly to a lepton and neutralino �̃0
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3
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• Exclusive/semi-exclusive production: colour singlet photon naturally leads 
to events with intact protons/rapidity gaps in final state.

20

Lepton pair production

• ATLAS (arXiv:1506.07098) have measured exclusive   and    pair 
production      use                    to compare to this.
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Submitted to: Phys. Lett. B. CERN-PH-EP-2015-134
18th August 2015

Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels
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• Thus at this level of accuracy, must consider a proper account of 
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processes (                                                         ).
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Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of sleptons ˜̀ via photon–photon fusion. Each slepton decays
directly to a lepton and neutralino �̃0
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3

PI Production: Relevance @ LHC 

 3

• Exclusive/semi-exclusive production: colour singlet photon naturally leads 
to events with intact protons/rapidity gaps in final state.

20

Lepton pair production

• ATLAS (arXiv:1506.07098) have measured exclusive   and    pair 
production      use                    to compare to this.

e µ

EUROPEAN ORGANISATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

Submitted to: Phys. Lett. B. CERN-PH-EP-2015-134
18th August 2015

Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels
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Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of sleptons ˜̀ via photon–photon fusion. Each slepton decays
directly to a lepton and neutralino �̃0
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3

PI Production: Relevance @ LHC 

 3

• Exclusive/semi-exclusive production: colour singlet photon naturally leads 
to events with intact protons/rapidity gaps in final state.

20

Lepton pair production

• ATLAS (arXiv:1506.07098) have measured exclusive   and    pair 
production      use                    to compare to this.

e µ

EUROPEAN ORGANISATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

Submitted to: Phys. Lett. B. CERN-PH-EP-2015-134
18th August 2015

Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels
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Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of sleptons ˜̀ via photon–photon fusion. Each slepton decays
directly to a lepton and neutralino �̃0
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3



• Clean, ~ pure QED process at LHC:

PI Production: Relevance @ LHC 

★ Laboratory to test our models of proton dissociation + proton-
proton rescattering effects.

LHL et al., EPJC 76 (2016) no. 5, 255, L. 
Forthomme et al., PLB 789 (2019) 300-307
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Figure 6: �� luminosity at
p
s = 13 TeV in the inclusive and semi–exclusive cases, with

� = 5 for both protons. For demonstration purposes, the semi–exclusive luminosities are
shown both with and without survival e↵ects included. In the left hand figure the absolute
luminosities, while in the right hand figure the ratios to the inclusive luminosity are shown.

i = 1, 2, where �i is coupling to the pomeron. However, this is not the only possibility: for
larger x where the quark contribution to H� is more important, it may be more sensible to
instead assume that this coupling is universal, i.e. simply H�

i ⇠ F1(t). A further question is
whether the proton form factor F1 is the appropriate choice: it may be be more suitable, in
particular at low x, to take the same form factors as in [37] for the coupling of the pomeron
to the GW eigenstates. In fact, it turns out that these di↵erent choices generally have a
small e↵ect on the observable predictions; we will comment on this further below.

The corresponding average survival factors for all combinations of photon PDF compo-
nents from each proton are given in Table 1. A large range of expected suppression factors
is evident, with as anticipated S2 for the lower scale (and hence more peripheral) coherent
production process being higher than for the higher scale evolution component. The survival
factor for the incoherent component of the input PDF is seen to be particularly small: this is
due to the (1�G2

E(t)) factor in (20), which accounts for probability to have no intact proton
in the final state, and is therefore peaked towards larger t, i.e. less peripheral interactions,
where it is less likely to produce an intact proton.

These results have important implications for the standard factorisation formula

�(X) =

Z
dx1dx2 �(x1, µ

2)�(x2, µ
2) �̂(�� ! X) , (29)
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FIG. 9: Rapidity gap survival factor for |⌘ch| < 2.5 and |⌘ch| < 5 as a function of the upper limit
set on MX , the remnant system invariant mass, for single dissociation.

contribution 13 TeV

Inclusive
Exc. 0.11
SD 0.44
DD 0.47

⌘cut = 6.5 (� ⇠ 3)
Exc. 0.39
SD 0.35
DD 0.26

⌘cut = 2.5 (� ⇠ 7)
Exc. 0.15
SD 0.58
DD 0.19

TABLE II: Relative contribution of exclusive (Exc.), single dissociative (SD) and double dissociative
(DD) contributions to photon-induced W+W� production at

p
s = 13TeV.

be used to perform calculations for processes for which there are no direct procedures to
perform full Monte Carlo simulations.

Let us come back to the ordering of di↵erent processes (3.1). In Table II we show the
relative contributions of exclusive (Exc.), single dissociative (SD) and double dissociative
(DD) processes for the inclusive case (without gap requirement) as well as for ⌘cut = 2.5 and
⌘cut = 6.5. Similar results are shown in Table 3 of [14] (their � = 3 and � = 7 correspond
to our ⌘cut = 6.5 and ⌘cut = 2.5, respectively), including e↵ects of soft rescatterings in a
simple two-channel eikonal model. It can be seen that for ⌘cut = 2.5 the results are in the
same ballpark, although after rescattering the exclusive fraction is larger than the DD one.
The main di↵erence is for ⌘cut = 6.5, where in [14] the DD contribution becomes entirely

11

yLRGyX yq yp

�emission

| {z }

Figure 1: Schematic diagram corresponding diffractive topology described in text, corre-
sponding to case that quark of rapidity yq is emitted beyond the edge of a LRG region.

Due to strong qt ordering, the transverse momentum of the recoiled quark is given by −qt,
that is equal and opposite to that of the final–state photon. The rapidity of this quark is

yq ≃ − ln
qt
2p′q

. (6)

We require that the quark be produced with rapidity greater than some yLRG, corresponding
to the end of the experimentally defined gap2: in this case, it is convenient to work in terms
of the rapidity interval, δ = yp − yLRG between the edge of the gap and outgoing proton in
which the quark may be emitted, see Fig. 1. The condition yq > yLRG in this notations takes
the form

yp − yq = ln

!
qt
mp

z

x(1− z)

"
< δ , (7)

and thus to obtain the modified photon PDF, corresponding to the kinematics with a LRG
present, we have to supplement the integrand in (1) by a Θ function which ensure that the
condition (7) is satisfied. This gives3

γ(x,Q2) = γ(x,Q2
0) +

α

2π

# Q2

Q2
0

dQ
′2

Q′2

$

q

# 1

x

dz

z

!
Pγγ(z) γ(

x

z
,Q

′2)

+ Pγq(z)q(
x

z
,Q

′2)Θ(δ − |yp − yq|)
"

, (8)

≡ γ(x,Q2
0) + γevol(x,Q

2; δ) . (9)

where qt =
%
(1− z)Q′2. Due to strong qt ordering all the previous partons emitted during

the evolution will have larger rapidities, y > yq, and therefore evidently do not spoil the
rapidity gap; this condition is therefore sufficient for a LRG to be present.

2For consistency we work in terms of particle rapidities, although experimentally it is generally the pseu-
dorapidity ηLRG = − ln [tan (θLRG/2)] which defines the edge of the gap; for massless particles these variables
are of course equivalent.

3If we consider the evolution equation (1) in terms of the scale qt then the limit (7) corresponds to a
simple upper limit on the momentum fraction, z.

4

�

Figure 1: Schematic diagram corresponding to the di↵ractive topology described in text,
where a quark of rapidity yq is emitted beyond the edge of a LRG region.

the intact proton or the N⇤ excitation and the central system. This is also the case for
the incoherent input term: since the input value of Q2

0 ⇠ 1 GeV2 is small and we have the
kinematic requirement on the quark qt < Q0, this implies that the transverse momentum
of the final–state quark produced in the incoherent emission is small, and the rapidity of
the produced secondaries is large, that is, similar to the outgoing proton/N⇤ rapidity in the
coherent case3.

Next, we consider the second term in (1), that is due to the DGLAP evolution. At LO,
this corresponds to the splitting of a quark with a fraction x/z of the proton momentum ~p to
a photon with longitudinal momentum xp (where p = |~p|) and squared transverse momentum

q2t = (1� z)Q2 , (9)

and to a s–channel quark with longitudinal momentum

p0q =
x(1� z)

z
p . (10)

Due to strong qt ordering, the transverse momentum of the recoiled quark is given by �qt,
that is equal and opposite to that of the final–state photon. The rapidity of this quark is

yq ' � ln
qt
2p0q

. (11)

We require that the quark be produced with rapidity greater than some yLRG, corresponding
to the end of the experimentally defined gap4: in this case, it is convenient to work in terms
of the rapidity interval, � = yp � yLRG between the edge of the gap and outgoing proton in
which the quark may be emitted, see Fig. 1. The condition yq > yLRG in this notation takes
the form

yp � yq = ln

✓
qt
mp

z

x(1� z)

◆
< � , (12)

3For very large rapidity gaps, i.e. as the limit of the gap region approaches ymax = ± log(mp/
p
s), the

decay products of the excited system may extend into the gap region. In this case, we have to consider each
component of the input contribution individually, keeping only the part for which the produced secondaries
do not spoil the rapidity gap.

4For consistency we work in terms of particle rapidities, although experimentally it is generally the pseu-
dorapidity ⌘LRG = � ln [tan (✓LRG/2)] which defines the edge of the gap; for massless particles these variables
are of course equivalent.
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PI processes with Dissociation

 5

• Focus of today’s talk: work towards a unified treatment of PI production, 
relevant to both:

★ Inclusive production (      high precision predictions).

★ Exclusive/semi-exclusive production, including rapidity gap 
survival.

• The latter case in particular requires a full MC treatment.

)
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• Will first consider inclusive case, before 
moving on to exclusive.

• Basic question: how well do we understand 
PI production at the LHC?

??

4

Why bother?
• In era of high precision phenomenology at the LHC: NNLO 
calculations rapidly becoming the ‘standard’. However:

• Thus at this level of accuracy, must consider a proper account of 
EW corrections. At LHC these can be relevant for a range of 
processes (                                                         ).

↵2
S(MZ) ⇠ 0.1182 ⇠ 1

70
↵QED(MZ) ⇠

1

130

! EW and NNLO QCD corrections can be comparable in size.

W , Z, WH, ZH, WW , tt, jets...

R

• For consistent treatment of these, must 
incorporate QED in initial state: photon-
initiated production.

X



PI Production and the Photon PDF

�pp!l+l�+··· = ���!l+l� ⌦ �(x1, µ
2)⌦ �(x2, µ

2)
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• Basic idea for calculating PI contribution to 
inclusive cross section: given in terms of 
(collinear) photon PDF within proton.

• Historically this was given in terms of:
‣ Simple model of             emission: model 

dependent/sensitive to low scales.

‣ Completely agnostic fit: huge PDF 
uncertainties.

A.D. Martin et al., EPJC 39, 155 (2005), C. Schmidt et al., PRD 93 114015 
(2016)…

R.D. Ball et al., NPB 877, 290 (2013)
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Figure 17: Same as 16 for the NNPDF2.3QED NNLO PDF set.

are given by ⟨χ2⟩ = 25.6±164.4. After reweighting the value becomes ⟨χ2⟩ = 1.117±0.098,
thus showing that the χ2 of indvidual replicas has become on average almost as good as
that of the central reweighted prediction.

A first assessment of the impact of the photon-induced corrections and their effect
on the photon PDF can be obtained by comparing the data to the theoretical prediction
obtained using pure QCD theory and the default NNPDF2.3 set, QCD+QED with the
prior photon PDF, and QED+QCD with the final NNPDF2.3QED set. The comparison
is shown in Figs. 12-15 for the NLO sets (the NNLO results are very similar): in the left
plots we show the QED+QCD prediction obtained using the prior PDF set, and in the
right plots the prediction obtained using the final reweighted sets, compared in both cases
to the pure QCD prediction obtained using DYNNLO and the NNPDF2.3 set. At the W,Z
peak, the impact of QED corrections is quite small, though, in the case of neutral current
production, to which the photon-photon process contributes at Born level, when the prior
photon PDF is used one can see the widening of the uncertainty band due to the large
uncertainty of the photon PDF of Fig. 6. At low or high mass, as one moves away from
the peak, the large uncertainty on the prior photon PDF induces an increasingly large
uncertainty on the theoretical prediction, substantially larger than the data uncertainty.
This means that these data do constrain the photon PDF and indeed after reweighting
the uncertainty is substantially reduced.

The final NNPDF2.3QED photon PDF obtained in the NLO and NNLO fits is re-
spectively shown at Q2

0 = 2 GeV2 in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. We display individual replicas,

23
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PI Production: Relevance @ LHC 
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• Exclusive/semi-exclusive production: colour singlet photon naturally leads 
to events with intact protons/rapidity gaps in final state.

20

Lepton pair production

• ATLAS (arXiv:1506.07098) have measured exclusive   and    pair 
production      use                    to compare to this.

e µ

EUROPEAN ORGANISATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

Submitted to: Phys. Lett. B. CERN-PH-EP-2015-134
18th August 2015

Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels
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Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3
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Lepton pair production

• ATLAS (arXiv:1506.07098) have measured exclusive   and    pair 
production      use                    to compare to this.
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18th August 2015

Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels
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Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of sleptons ˜̀ via photon–photon fusion. Each slepton decays
directly to a lepton and neutralino �̃0
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3
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• Exclusive/semi-exclusive production: colour singlet photon naturally leads 
to events with intact protons/rapidity gaps in final state.

20

Lepton pair production

• ATLAS (arXiv:1506.07098) have measured exclusive   and    pair 
production      use                    to compare to this.
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Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels
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Why bother?
• In era of high precision phenomenology at the LHC: NNLO 
calculations rapidly becoming the ‘standard’. However:

• Thus at this level of accuracy, must consider a proper account of 
EW corrections. At LHC these can be relevant for a range of 
processes (                                                         ).

↵2
S(MZ) ⇠ 0.1182 ⇠ 1

70
↵QED(MZ) ⇠

1

130

! EW and NNLO QCD corrections can be comparable in size.

W , Z, WH, ZH, WW , tt, jets...

R

• For consistent treatment of these, must 
incorporate QED in initial state: photon-
initiated production.

X Rapidity Gaps

• Clean, ~ pure QED process at LHC:

� Probe of BSM (anomalous couplings, ALPs, 
SUSY…). LHL et al., JHEP 1904 (2019) 010, EPJC 72 (2012) 1969, C. 

Baldenegro et al., JHEP 1806 (2018) 131, JHEP 1706 (2017) 
141, L. Beresford and J. Liu, arXiv:1908.05180, PRL 123 
(2019) no.14, 141801…

Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of sleptons ˜̀ via photon–photon fusion. Each slepton decays
directly to a lepton and neutralino �̃0

1.
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3

�(x2, µ
2)

<latexit sha1_base64="UeDBX65Fdd399D64dQs6ryv8FUA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBEqSEljH7oruHFZwT6gqeVmOm2HziRhZiItpb/ixoUibv0Rd/6NSdqKrwMXDufcy733uAFnSlvWh7Gyura+sZnaSm/v7O7tmweZhvJDSWid+NyXLRcU5cyjdc00p61AUhAup013dBX7zXsqFfO9Wz0JaEfAwGN9RkBHUtfMOAMQAnLjrn3miPDOPsVdM2vlrQTYypfsSqVcwoWlsiRZtECta747PZ+EgnqacFCqXbAC3ZmC1IxwOks7oaIBkBEMaDuiHgiqOtPk9hk+iZQe7vsyKk/jRP0+MQWh1ES4UacAPVS/vVj8z2uHun/RmTIvCDX1yHxRP+RY+zgOAveYpETzSUSASBbdiskQJBAdxZVOQriMUf77+xdp2PnCeb54U8xWy4s4UugIHaMcKqAKqqJrVEN1RNAYPaAn9GzMjEfjxXidt64Yi5lD9APG2yds4pN/</latexit>

�(x1, µ
2)

<latexit sha1_base64="Q4b/vutM6kT6tXkbJi4a6641fC0=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJduBotQQULSlqq7ghuXFewDmhgm00k7dCYJMxNpCf0VNy4UceuPuPNvTNIqKj1w4XDOvdx7jxcxKpVpfmqFtfWNza3idmlnd2//QD8sd2UYC0w6OGSh6HtIEkYD0lFUMdKPBEHcY6TnTa4zv/dAhKRhcKdmEXE4GgXUpxipVHL1sj1CnKPq1LXObR7f186gq1dMw8wBTaNRN5tmE1rfyjepgCXarv5hD0MccxIozJCUA8uMlJMgoShmZF6yY0kihCdoRAYpDRAn0kny2+fwNFWG0A9FWoGCufp7IkFcyhn30k6O1Fj+9zJxlTeIlX/pJDSIYkUCvFjkxwyqEGZBwCEVBCs2SwnCgqa3QjxGAmGVxlXKQ7jKsOL3H9KtGVbdaNw2Kq3mMo4iOAYnoAoscAFa4Aa0QQdgMAWP4Bm8aHPtSXvV3hatBW05cwT+QHv/AliIk3E=</latexit>



The Photon PDF and the EPA

• A more precise evaluation of photon PDF given by 
well known equivalent photon approximation (EPA).
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~ —q’~ 0 q~

Fig. 33. The spectrumequivalent photons produced by electrons versus q2 and versusq~(w is fixed),
~_ad(—q2)dw [1 “~‘+ w2

‘~‘r 1q21 ~ [ E ~2 E2q2

dn. = -~—p~a-w
1dw~d(—q~)a ~ d(—q~)[(i — ° -‘ — — ~ q~mjn1- (5.18)

2ir E
2Iq~I w, Iq~I \ E 2E2! E / q~ J

~ p~a-—l
P~.+

then the differential cross section (5. 16) is rewritten in the form

do = (077 +
1~2r77cos2p)dn1dn2dp/2ir. (5.19)

The expressions (5.18—5.19) are the essence of the equivalent photons approximation for the
two-photon production, which is written here in a Lorentz covariant form (cf. (5.15)). According
to the terminology of this method dn1 is the number of equivalent photons, or the photon spec-
trum (the dependence of this spectrum on q,

2 and q,~
1is given in fig. 33), and ~ are their polariza-

tions.
Besides the cross section for non-polarized photon scattering 077 the equation (5.19) contains

the interference term r77. Its appearance is due to the polarization of the virtual photons. With
azimuthal averaging this additional term disappears and we obtain

(da)~= a77dn1dn2. (5.20)

The accuracy of the approximation (5.18—5.20). The sources of errors in the above approxima-
tion and their relative values are listed in table 4. Let us explain this table.
When writing the approximate expressions (5.17), quantities ~ Iq~11W

2 were omitted and,
hence, these expressions are correct for lq~I < W2. For Iq~I > W2 the quantities p~”decrease as
l/q~when q~increases.
An other source of inaccuracy is due to our approximating (~.12)as (5.16), i.e. our neglecting

contributions from scalar photons and the q2-dependence in ~ I and TTT~Since all p” are of the same
order, the relative value of the neglected terms in above approximation, is defined only by quanti-
ties of the type cJST/UTT and [ci~~(q~,q~)— GTT(O, 0)]/°TT(°’0).
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[e~’(+l) e~’(+l)+ e~’(—l)e~’(—l)]e~(O)er(0) + (pv

By means of the equalities (C.2) we obtain

+ e~’(—l)e’(—1)]e~(0)e~°(0)+ (jw ~ ,u’z-”) = —[R~’~’Q’~Q~+RQ~’Q~’I.
(C.8)

The density-matrix elements (5.2) are defined in the helicity basis by the relation
pab= (l)a+becs(a)po.!Ie*13(b) (C.9)

D. The photon density-matrix and spectra for various particles

Keeping in mind the processes, in which photons may be emitted by various particles, we shall
give a generalized density-matrix of a virtual photon (5.2) in the case, when the initial and final
particles are not polarized ( a structure of this matrix is determined by gauge invariance conditions):

p~= — (g~— q~sq~)C~(q~)— (2p
1 — q~)°(2p~— q~)~D~(q~). (D. 1)

q~ q,
The quantities C, and D, are given in table 8 for various particles.
Going from the representation (D. 1) to the helicity basis can be done by means of (B. 1—4),

(C.2), (C.9). For example, for the two-photon process

= ~ + 2D~~ = —R~(q1,q2)p~ (D.2)

= —C~— 4’(Q)
2

In the full form this density-matrix is (a, a = 1, 0, — I)
—iIp° Ie~~1;_lp~Ie2~1

pI~’a= iIp~0Ie~~1; p’~°; _iIp~0Ie~1 ; (D.3)

—IpIe2’~ ilp~0Ie~~1;

lp~I~p~—C
1 Ip~°I ~

and ~ is the azimuthal angle of the vector p, in the photon c.m.s.
In the same approximation as used for (5.18), the equivalent photon spectra have the form

a dco, d(—q~)ri co~\ co~ / co1\ q~01~~dn~= ~ Iq~I [~\l — -~--)D~+ ~2 Ci — ~l — ~ q~
(D.4)

a dco1 d(—q~) q?i
lTO.)~ Iq~I~ Dj+~Cj1.

In the dominant region co1 -~F the coefficient in front of C, is small, and this term may often be
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Table 8
Here G~,GM andF~are the form factor of proton and pion. For the transition of
hadron into jet (massM), W1 and W2 are the usual structural functions of deep in-
elastic ep-scattering (3.11). For the nuclei with charge Ze the form factor D(0) = Z

2,
C(0) -~ 1.

particle C D

pointlike spinless 0 1

lepton!e,~.c 1 1

11 0 F~

G2 2 4m~G~—q2G~~(q ) 4m~ —q2

hadron -a-jet _~fWi(M~q2)dM2 ~~fW
2(M2, q

2)clM2

nuclei with charge Ze -~ ~.c2F~(q2) Z2F2(q2)

neglected. This corresponds to neglecting a magnetic moment (spin). In this case the photon pola-
rization is ~ = 1.
The spectrum N(co

1) is obtained after integrating (D.4) over —q~.In a number of cases N(co1) is
easily calculated. So, for leptons (C1 D1 1) N(co~)is calculated in (5.18).
For pointlike spinless particles C, = 0, D, = I and

dn1N(w~)—~ N(co1)~(l _~)[lfl’~~m~ — I + q~min], (D.5)
zmin q,max

If one can neglect the q
2 dependence of the form factors, then (D.5) is also correct for pions

and kaons. However, for protonsD(0) = 1, C(0) = G~(0)= 7.78,

N(co.)-~[(I —~M2 ~ — ~ co~~ q~mjn’~
1 (D.6)

IT L\ F “ 2E
21 ~ ~ F / \ q~max~

Finally we shall give the equivalent photon spectrum produced by proton taking into account
the q2-dependence of the form factors. In the usual dipole approximation for form factors we
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4

Why bother?
• In era of high precision phenomenology at the LHC: NNLO 
calculations rapidly becoming the ‘standard’. However:

• Thus at this level of accuracy, must consider a proper account of 
EW corrections. At LHC these can be relevant for a range of 
processes (                                                         ).

↵2
S(MZ) ⇠ 0.1182 ⇠ 1

70
↵QED(MZ) ⇠

1

130

! EW and NNLO QCD corrections can be comparable in size.

W , Z, WH, ZH, WW , tt, jets...

R

• For consistent treatment of these, must 
incorporate QED in initial state: photon-
initiated production.

X

• In high precision LHC era, photon-initiated 
contributions of relevance to phenomenology.

• Nice example of parton that does not exactly fit 
into the same PDF paradigm as quark/gluons.

↵QED(MZ) ⇠ ↵2
S(MZ)
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• First attempts at simple models/fitting freely 
replaced by ‘LUXqed’: photon PDF directly related 
to (precisely measured) proton structure functions.
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where F2,L are the usual proton structure functions, and p�q(z) is the LO �q

splitting function. While precise, this form relies upon the approximation
that the quarks and gluons are independent of the photon, i.e. omitting the
impact of the � ! qq splitting on the quarks and gluons themselves. While
this approximation is generally a good one, with corrections being higher
order in ↵, it leads for example to some violation of the momentum sum
rule due to the asymmetry in the treatment of the quark/gluons and the
photon. In [9] this is corrected for by absorbing all momentum violation into
the gluon PDF, but more generally a full treatment of the coupled DGLAP
evolution between the photons and QCD partons, with the input photon
PDF at a scale Q0 determined using the same physics input as LUXqed
may be preferable.

Comparison

28

• As expected, close consistency between MMHTqed and LUXqed 
(similar inputs).

• Bottom line: we have moved beyond era of large photon PDF 
uncertainties. No room for dominant photon-initiated contributions at 
high    .x

Fig. 8. Photon–photon luminosity vs. the invariant mass, MX , of the produced
system at 13 TeV, for the NNPDF3.0QED [31], LUXqed [9] and (preliminary)
MMHTQED sets.

Work towards including the photon PDF within the MMHT framework
is ongoing. In particular, we separate the Q

2 integral in (2) into a Q
2
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LUXqed
• This idea was placed on rigorous/precision footing by LUXqed group:
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FIG. 1. Our breakup of the (x,Q2) plane and the data for
F2(x,Q

2) and FL(x,Q
2) we use in each region. The white

region is inaccessible at leading order in QED.

tic contribution for large µ2 because of the rapid drop-o↵
of GE,M .

The inelastic components of F2 and FL contribute for
W

2 = m
2
p + Q

2(1 � x)/x > (mp + m⇡0)2. One needs
data over a large range of x and Q

2. This is available
thanks to a long history of ep scattering studies. We
break the inelastic part of the (x,Q2) plane into three
regions, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the resonance re-
gion, W 2 . 3.5 GeV2 we use a fit to data by CLAS [40],
and also consider an alternative fit to the world data by
Christy and Bosted (CB) [41]. In the low-Q2 continuum
region we use the GD11-P fit by Hermes [42] based on the
ALLM parametric form [43]. Both the GD11-P and CB
resonance fits are constrained by photoproduction data,
i.e. they extend down to Q

2 = 0. The CLAS fit also
behaves sensibly there. (Very low Q

2 values play little
role because the analytic properties of the W

µ⌫ tensor
imply that F2 vanishes as Q

2 at fixed W
2.) These fits

are for F2(x,Q2). We also require FL, or equivalently
R = �L/�T , which are related by

FL(x,Q
2) = F2(x,Q

2)

 
1 +

4m2
px

2

Q2

!
R(x,Q2)

1 +R(x,Q2)
,

(8)
and we use the parametrisation for R from HER-
MES [42], extended to vanish smoothly as Q

2 ! 0.
The leading twist contribution to FL is suppressed by
↵s(Q2)/(4⇡). At high Q

2 we determine F2 and FL from
the PDF4LHC15 nnlo 100 [44] merger of next-to-next-to-
leading order (NNLO) [45, 46] global PDF fits [47–49],
using massless NNLO coe�cient functions [50–53] imple-
mented in HOPPET [54–56].

In Fig. 2 we show the various contributions to our pho-
ton PDF, which we dub “LUXqed”, as a function of x, for
a representative scale choice of µ = 100 GeV. There is
a sizeable elastic contribution, with an important mag-
netic component at large values of x. The white line
represents contributions arising from the Q

2
< 1 region

FIG. 2. Contributions to the photon PDF at µ = 100 GeV,
multiplied by 103x0.4/(1�x)4.5, from the various components
discussed in the text. The white line is the sum of the inelastic
contribution fromQ2  1 (GeV)2 in Eq. (6) and the full elastic
contribution. The result without the MS conversion term, i.e.
the last term in Eq. (6), is given by the dashed blue line.
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FIG. 3. Linearly stacked relative uncertainties on the photon
PDF, from all sources we have considered, and their total
sum in quadrature shown as a black line, which is our final
uncertainty.

of all the structure functions, including the full elastic
contribution. For the accuracy we are aiming at, all con-
tributions that we have considered, shown in Fig. 2, have
to be included, and inelastic contributions with Q

2
< 1

cannot be neglected. The photon momentum fraction is
0.43% at µ = 100 GeV.
In Fig. 3 we show the sources contributing to the

uncertainty on our calculation of f�/p at our reference
scale µ = 100 GeV. They are stacked linearly and con-
sist of: a conservative estimate of ±50% for the uncer-
tainty on R = �L/�T at scales Q

2
< 9 GeV2 (R); stan-

dard 68%CL uncertainties on the PDFs, applied to scales
Q

2 � 9 GeV2 (PDF); a conservative estimate of the un-
certainty on the elastic form factors, equal to the sum
in quadrature of the fit error and of the estimated size
of the two-photon exchange contribution in [39] (E); an

★ Extended beyond LO in     .
★ Precise inputs for structure functions and hence photon PDF at 

high precision.

↵
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•  However not the end of the story…
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particular, they show that the photon can be written as

x�(x, µ
2) =

1

2⇡↵(µ2)

Z 1

x

dz

z

(Z µ2

1�z

x2m2
p

1�z

dQ
2

Q2
↵
2(Q2)

" 
zp�q(z) +

2x
2
m

2
p

Q2

!
F2
�
x/z, Q

2
�

� z
2
FL
�
x/z, Q

2
�
#

� ↵
2(µ2)z2F2(x/z, µ

2)

)
, (2)

where F2,L are the usual proton structure functions, and p�q(z) is the LO �q

splitting function. While precise, this form relies upon the approximation
that the quarks and gluons are independent of the photon, i.e. omitting the
impact of the � ! qq splitting on the quarks and gluons themselves. While
this approximation is generally a good one, with corrections being higher
order in ↵, it leads for example to some violation of the momentum sum
rule due to the asymmetry in the treatment of the quark/gluons and the
photon. In [9] this is corrected for by absorbing all momentum violation into
the gluon PDF, but more generally a full treatment of the coupled DGLAP
evolution between the photons and QCD partons, with the input photon
PDF at a scale Q0 determined using the same physics input as LUXqed
may be preferable.

Comparison
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• As expected, close consistency between MMHTqed and LUXqed 
(similar inputs).

• Bottom line: we have moved beyond era of large photon PDF 
uncertainties. No room for dominant photon-initiated contributions at 
high    .x

Fig. 8. Photon–photon luminosity vs. the invariant mass, MX , of the produced
system at 13 TeV, for the NNPDF3.0QED [31], LUXqed [9] and (preliminary)
MMHTQED sets.

Work towards including the photon PDF within the MMHT framework
is ongoing. In particular, we separate the Q

2 integral in (2) into a Q
2

<

LHL eta al., Phys. Rev. D94 (2016) no.7, 074008

A. Manohar et al., JHEP 1712 (2017) 046
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FIG. 6: Di↵erential cross sections in the fiducial region for p + Pb ! Pb + `+`� +X production

at
p
sNN = 8.16 TeV for collinear LUXqed17 photon PDF and for LUX-like F2 + FL photon PDF

with kT -factorization. Four di↵erential distributions are shown (from top to bottom): invariant

mass of lepton pair, pair rapidity, transverse momentum of negatively-charged lepton and its

pseudorapidity. Figures on the right show the ratios to LUXqed17 PDF.
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4

Why bother?
• In era of high precision phenomenology at the LHC: NNLO 
calculations rapidly becoming the ‘standard’. However:

• Thus at this level of accuracy, must consider a proper account of 
EW corrections. At LHC these can be relevant for a range of 
processes (                                                         ).

↵2
S(MZ) ⇠ 0.1182 ⇠ 1

70
↵QED(MZ) ⇠

1

130

! EW and NNLO QCD corrections can be comparable in size.

W , Z, WH, ZH, WW , tt, jets...

R

• For consistent treatment of these, must 
incorporate QED in initial state: photon-
initiated production.

X

• Though in principle precise, there are issues with collinear approach:

★ LO (in    )         have v. large       
uncertainty.

★ Sizeable discrepancies seen between     
-factorization approach (     dependent 
photon PDF) and collinear.

★ If we want fully differential treatment of 
dissociation system need to go beyond 
LO collinear factorization.

k?
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A High Definition Picture
The Proton in High Definition: Revisiting

Photon–Initiated Production in High Energy Collisions

L. A. Harland–Lang

1Rudolf Peierls Centre, Beecroft Building, Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3PU

Abstract

We re–examine the current state of the art for the calculation of photon–initiated processes
at the LHC, as formulated in terms of a photon PDF in the proton that may be determined
rather precisely from the known proton structure functions. We in particular demonstrate
that a by construction more precise calculation is provided by a direct application of the
structure function approach, best known from the case of Higgs Boson production via vector
boson fusion. This avoids any artificial scale variation uncertainties, which can otherwise
be rather significant for processes calculated within the standard approach thus far. To
understand the source of these, we present a detailed comparison of the structure function
approach and its relation to the photon PDF. We then provide precise predictions for the
photon–initiated contribution to lepton pair production at the LHC, including the lepton pair
transverse momentum distribution. Thus, by a direct application of the structure function
formalism we show how the contribution from initial–state photons at the LHC may for the
first time be included with high precision in a universal and straightforward way, providing
a high definition picture of the photon content of the proton.

1 Introduction

A full and precise account of photon–initiated contributions to LHC processes has become
mandatory in light of the high precision standard being aimed for at the LHC, both in terms
of the theoretical inputs and the experimental data itself. In light of this the study of photon–
initiated production at the LHC has undergone significant progress in recent years. Such studies
have all been based on the idea of explicitly including the photon as an additional partonic con-
stituent of the proton, which mandates the introduction of a photon PDF within the proton. The
photon–initiated cross section can then be calculated using the standard framework of collinear
factorization, in much the same way as the usual quark/gluon–induced QCD processes.

Within this framework, the basic aim has been to achieve a precise determination of the
photon PDF itself. Earlier work focussed on the calculation of this within phenomenological
models [1, 2] of photon emission from the quarks within the proton, or on completely agnostic
fits [3,4] to Drell–Yan data. The importance of elastic photon emission was emphasised in [5,6],
which provides an important component of the photon PDF and is theoretically well understood
in terms of the elastic structure functions of the proton. Indeed, this idea is rather an old one,
due to the so–called equivalent photon approximation (EPA) [7], within which the photon PDF
corresponds to the photon flux emitted by the proton, with contributions from both elastic and
inelastic emission that are directly related to the the corresponding structure functions (F el

1,2,

F
inel.
1,2 ) of the proton (see also [8–11] for earlier work).
This idea was put on a precise theoretical and phenomenological footing by the LUXqed

group [12, 13], who both demonstrated how the concept of an EPA flux could be extended
beyond LO within the collinear factorization framework, combining consistently with higher
order quark/gluon initiated diagrams, and provided the first serious phenomenological input

1

•  Solution to all of these issues recently presented.

LHL, arXiv:1910.10178

4

Why bother?
• In era of high precision phenomenology at the LHC: NNLO 
calculations rapidly becoming the ‘standard’. However:

• Thus at this level of accuracy, must consider a proper account of 
EW corrections. At LHC these can be relevant for a range of 
processes (                                                         ).
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! EW and NNLO QCD corrections can be comparable in size.

W , Z, WH, ZH, WW , tt, jets...

R

• For consistent treatment of these, must 
incorporate QED in initial state: photon-
initiated production.

X
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• Basic idea: apply ‘structure function’ approach, 
well known from VBF Higgs.

•  PI cross section given directly in terms of proton structure functions: 

Drell–Yan process and the region of lower transverse momenta, where resummation must be
applied. We in particular present results for the ATLAS 8 TeV event selection [29]. These
can enter at the level of a few percent in the region where fixed–order QCD may be applied,
relevant to PDF fits, while for the lower pll? region relevant to comparisons with resummed QCD
calculations, these can be as large as 10%.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we summarise the key ingredients of
the structure function approach. In Section 3 we present a detailed comparison of this with
the standard approach, in terms of a photon PDF, for the simpler case of lepton–proton (and
photon–proton) scattering. In Section 4 we discuss the case of proton–proton collisions, and
present phenomenological predictions for lepton pair production at the LHC. In Section 5 we
conclude and discuss future work.

2 Structure Function Calculation

The basic observation we apply is that in the high–energy limit the photon–initiated cross section
in proton–proton collisions1 can be written in the general form

�pp =
1

2s

Z
d3p1d3p2d�

E1E2
↵(Q2

1)↵(Q
2
2)
⇢
µµ0

1 ⇢
⌫⌫0
2 M

⇤
µ0⌫0Mµ⌫

q21q
2
2

�
(4)(q1 + q2 � k) . (1)

Here the outgoing hadronic systems have momenta p1,2 and the photons have momenta q1,2, with

q
2
1,2 = �Q

2
1,2. We consider the production of a system of 4–momentum k = q1 + q2 =

PN
j=1 kj

of N particles, where d� =
QN

j=1 d
3
kj/2Ej(2⇡)3 is the standard phase space volume. M

µ⌫

corresponds to the �� ! X(k) production amplitude, with arbitrary photon virtualities.
The above expression is the basis of the equivalent photon approximation [7], as well as being

precisely the formulation used in the structure function approach [19] applied to the calculation
of Higgs Boson production via VBF. In particular, ⇢ is the density matrix of the virtual photon,
which is given in terms of the well known proton structure functions:

⇢
↵�
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Z
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2
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�
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(2)
where xB,i = Q

2
i /(Q

2
i + M

2
i � m

2
p) for a hadronic system of mass Mi and we note that the

definition of the photon momentum qi as outgoing from the hadronic vertex is opposite to the
usual DIS convention. This corresponds to the general Lorentz–covariant expression that can be
written down for the photon–hadron vertex, and indeed because of precisely this point it is the
same object which appears in the cross section for (photon–initiated) lepton–hadron scattering,
including in the DIS region. We have

d�lp
dQ2

=
↵(Q2)

4s2
⇢
↵�
i L↵�

Q2
, (3)

where L is the usual spin–averaged leptonic tensor. Indeed the photon density matrix is straight-
forwardly related to the standard hadronic tensor W↵� that enters the e.g. the DIS cross section
via

⇢
↵�
i = 2

Z
dxB,i

x2B,i

W
↵�
i = 2

Z
dM2

i

Q2
i

W
↵�
i . (4)

1We will for concreteness consider the case of two–photon initiated production, but the mixed case where only
one photon participates in the initial state can be written down in a similar way.

3

 via photon density matrix:

Photon        

contribution is included, although even here the uncertainty at lower mass is again significantly
larger than the corresponding PDF uncertainty and even at higher masses of the same order.
However, such corrections are often not available (publicly or otherwise) for LHC processes.
Moreover, even if these corrections are eventually explicitly included, one will still introduce an
(albeit smaller) source of uncertainty due to the residual scale dependence that can be bypassed
entirely by simply working with the exact result, as calculated in the structure function approach.
More significantly from a phenomenological point of view, we have seen that once one starts to
include cuts, or consider observables that are sensitive to the photon transverse momenta, the
di↵erence between even the NLO prediction (or that using the k?–factorization approach) can
again be rather large.

We note that the magnitude of these scale variation uncertainties in the inclusive cross
sections are roughly consistent with the LO and NLO uncertainty bands on the photon PDF
presented in Section 9 of [13], being of a similar origin. However, here the final ‘missing higher
order’ uncertainty derived within this approach is, as discussed in this work (see footnote 11),
only relevant for the case that one works at NLO for the photon–initiated contributions, and
will otherwise drastically underestimate the corresponding uncertainty, as we have seen above.
Moreover even if one works at NLO, then the uncertainty that they include, which comes from
the manner in which one defines the photon PDF and the factorization scale choice which
corresponds to it, is entirely absent in the structure function calculation. More significantly,
while this uncertainty is estimated to be rather small in [13], at the ⇠ 1% level or less, the
scale variation uncertainty in the NLO collinear cross section is not entirely accounted for by
this, and is in many cases larger, as we have seen. On the other hand, as discussed at the
end of Section 2, other small sources of uncertainty from missing higher–order non–factorizable
corrections, remain in both the structure function and collinear calculations.

4 Hadron–hadron collisions

We now consider some phenomenological implications of the results above for photon–initiated
production at the LHC. Before doing so, we briefly discuss the connection between the structure
function result (1) and the collinear prediction via the photon PDF, similarly to the lepton–
hadron case considered before. As in [33] we can write

�pp =
1

2s

Z
dx1dx2 d

2
q1?d

2
q2?d�↵(Q2

1)↵(Q
2
2)
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µµ0

1 ⇢
⌫⌫0
2 M

⇤
µ0⌫0Mµ⌫

q21q
2
2

�
(4)(q1 + q2 � pX) , (29)

where xi and qi? are the photon momentum fractions (see [33] for precise definitions) and trans-
verse momenta, respectively. The amplitude squared M

⇤
µ0⌫0Mµ⌫ permits a general expansion [7]

M
⇤
µ0⌫0Mµ⌫ = Rµµ0R⌫⌫0

1

4

X

�1�2

|M�1�2 |2 + · · · , (30)

where we omit various terms that vanish when taking the Q1,2 ⌧ M
2
X limit, or after integration

over the photon azimuthal angle. Here R is the metric tensor that is transverse to the photon
momenta q1,2:

R
µ⌫ = �g

µ⌫ +
(q1q1)(q

µ
1 q
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2 + q
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1q
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2
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. (31)
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• With no reference to photon PDF at all*!

*True up to small (~ 0.5%) non-factorizeable corrections as in VBF Higgs. See 
arXiv:1910.10178 for further discussion.  10



Relationship to Photon PDF

contribution is included, although even here the uncertainty at lower mass is again significantly
larger than the corresponding PDF uncertainty and even at higher masses of the same order.
However, such corrections are often not available (publicly or otherwise) for LHC processes.
Moreover, even if these corrections are eventually explicitly included, one will still introduce an
(albeit smaller) source of uncertainty due to the residual scale dependence that can be bypassed
entirely by simply working with the exact result, as calculated in the structure function approach.
More significantly from a phenomenological point of view, we have seen that once one starts to
include cuts, or consider observables that are sensitive to the photon transverse momenta, the
di↵erence between even the NLO prediction (or that using the k?–factorization approach) can
again be rather large.

We note that the magnitude of these scale variation uncertainties in the inclusive cross
sections are roughly consistent with the LO and NLO uncertainty bands on the photon PDF
presented in Section 9 of [13], being of a similar origin. However, here the final ‘missing higher
order’ uncertainty derived within this approach is, as discussed in this work (see footnote 11),
only relevant for the case that one works at NLO for the photon–initiated contributions, and
will otherwise drastically underestimate the corresponding uncertainty, as we have seen above.
Moreover even if one works at NLO, then the uncertainty that they include, which comes from
the manner in which one defines the photon PDF and the factorization scale choice which
corresponds to it, is entirely absent in the structure function calculation. More significantly,
while this uncertainty is estimated to be rather small in [13], at the ⇠ 1% level or less, the
scale variation uncertainty in the NLO collinear cross section is not entirely accounted for by
this, and is in many cases larger, as we have seen. On the other hand, as discussed at the
end of Section 2, other small sources of uncertainty from missing higher–order non–factorizable
corrections, remain in both the structure function and collinear calculations.

4 Hadron–hadron collisions

We now consider some phenomenological implications of the results above for photon–initiated
production at the LHC. Before doing so, we briefly discuss the connection between the structure
function result (1) and the collinear prediction via the photon PDF, similarly to the lepton–
hadron case considered before. As in [33] we can write

�pp =
1

2s
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2
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(4)(q1 + q2 � pX) , (29)

where xi and qi? are the photon momentum fractions (see [33] for precise definitions) and trans-
verse momenta, respectively. The amplitude squared M

⇤
µ0⌫0Mµ⌫ permits a general expansion [7]
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where we omit various terms that vanish when taking the Q1,2 ⌧ M
2
X limit, or after integration

over the photon azimuthal angle. Here R is the metric tensor that is transverse to the photon
momenta q1,2:
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• Photon PDF enters by making approximation to full result:

• In                      (i.e. EPA) limit we find:

We are then interested in
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and similarly for ⇢
2, after interchanging 1 $ 2. Then dropping the subleading Q

2
1,2 terms and

using that (q1q2) ⇡ x1(p1q2) in this limit, we get
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where zi = xi/xBi as usual, and i = 1, 2. Performing the angular integration and replacing2

dq2? = dQ2, we readily find that

�pp ⇡
Z

dx1dx2 f
PF
�/p(x1, µ

2)fPF
�/p(x2, µ

2)�̂(�� ! X) , (34)

where we have used x1x2s ⇡ M
2
X , and the usual form for the photon–initiated cross section

in terms of the squared matrix element and phase space measure. As expected, the cross
section is approximately given in terms of the same ‘physical’ photon PDFs as in (13), with a
‘factorization’ scale that in this case again reflects the lack of control over the Q2

1,2 ⇠ M
2
X region

in this approximation.
We now consider some phenomenological applications of the structure function approach. In

Fig. 5 we show the fraction of the photon–initiated contribution to the Drell–Yan production of
lepton pairs at the 13 TeV LHC. For the photon–initiated prediction we show the LO collinear
results, given in terms of the MMHT2015qed nnlo photon PDF, with the uncertainty band due
to factorization scale variation by a factor of two around the central value µ = mll, shown. We
also plot the exact result found by using (1) directly, within the structure function approach.
The fixed–order QCD predictions are made at NLO using APPLgrid [34] + MCFM [35]. A rather
larger scale variation band is evident, in particular at lower masses where it is ⇠ 50%. This
is always significantly larger than the corresponding PDF uncertainty (not shown). The exact
results tend to lie on the lower end of the variation band, while at high mass it in fact lies outside
the uncertainty suggested by scale variation. In the latter case, this may be because the more
appropriate factorization scale contains some z dependence, in order to reproduce the impact
of the correct kinematic limit on the Q

2 integration (see the discussion below (13)), with this
e↵ect becoming more significant in the high mass (z ! 1) region.

In addition to providing a more precise prediction for inclusive lepton pair production at the
LHC, we can apply the structure function approach to make precision predictions for a process
that cannot be evaluated at all using the LO collinear photon–initiated calculation, namely the
lepton pair transverse momentum distribution3. Here, the cross section is zero at LO within
the collinear approach. We in particular consider the ATLAS 8 TeV measurement [29], which
has the advantage of being presented both on and o↵ the Z peak. While in the former case we

2Strictly speaking, this introduces a factor of (1 � x1)(1 � x2), but as discussed in [33] this cancels with the
corresponding kinematic factor that is present when one moves away from the high energy limit.

3The contribution from initial–state Z bosons, which may play a role in particular at larger pll?, is not included
here. In addition, in these figures we do not include those diagrams where only one photon couples to the lepton
pair, see e.g. Figs. 4 (a) and (d) of [28], which may play some role in the pll? & mll region, but are otherwise
kinematically suppressed. We leave a full inclusion and discussion of these contributions, both of which can be
readily accounted for within the structure function approach, to future work.
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with             photon PDF in LUXqed framework       LO collinear PI 
cross section. But this is an approximation!
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• Much better (more precise) to simply work with    directly. Presence 
of       dependence in      indicates this: entirely artificial (no control 
over                       region).

• Improve     by going to higher order in     : include e.g.                
higher order terms in                . But    always more precise.

• Note:                     approx. also taken in        factorization approach.
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Figure 3. Leading and next-to-leading graphs for the process l + � ! L in the QCD improved
parton model.

At this point a comment is in order. We can systematically compute the cross section

assuming that ↵ and ↵s are of the same size, and that the parton densities themselves are

formally all of the same order. We dub this counting of the order “democratic”, and adopt

it here in what follows, since it is more transparent. In the democratic order-counting, the

index i appearing in Eq. (3.14) should also run over leptons. Furthermore, neglected terms

are of second order in both ↵ and ↵s, i.e. of order ↵2 and ↵↵s (the ↵
2
s term being absent),

relative to the Born term.

For phenomenological applications, however, we will take into account the fact that

↵ is smaller than ↵s, using as a guideline the relation ↵ ⇡ ↵
2
s. We dub this counting

“phenomenological”. According to it, the photon density of the proton is of order ↵L with

respect to a quark density, L being a log of µ2 over some typical hadronic scale. We can

assume L ⇡ 1/↵s. In this framework the contributions corresponding to the first and second

diagram in Fig. 3.14 are respectively of order ↵2
L, ↵2, while the last graph is formally of

order ↵
3
L ⇡ ↵

2
↵s (but is zero in the MS scheme). The next-to-leading correction is of

relative order 1/L ⇠ ↵s, rather than of order ↵ (as in the democratic counting), with

respect to the Born term. In the middle diagram of Fig. 3 light leptons can be excluded,

since their PDF is of order L2
↵
2, and their contribution is of order ↵4

L
2.5

The cross section for the process �(l + q ! L+ q), illustrated in the middle graph of

Fig. 3, is easily computed with standard methods. Details of the calculation are given in

App. D. We get

b�(0,0)
l� (yp) = �0M

2
�(ŝ�M

2) ,

(3.15)

b�(0,1)
li (yp) = e

2
i �0

↵(µ2)

2⇡


�2 + 3z + zp�q(z)

✓
log

M
2

µ2
+ log

(1� z)2

z

◆�
, (3.16)

where �0 is given in Eq. (3.12), ŝ = ys, z = M
2
/ŝ = x/y and

p�q(z) ⌘
1 + (1� z)2

z
. (3.17)

5Unless one considers the photon content of partially stripped ions [28].
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• As example, consider toy processes: heavy lepton/scalar production 
off one proton.
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Figure 1: Ratio of the cross sections for heavy lepton and scalar (with mass M) production
calculated within the approximate collinear approach (17), to the exact result (8). The left
(right) figures correspond to the LO O(↵) (NLO O(↵2)) approximate results, while in the LO
case the result of the equivalent photon approximation is also shown for lepton production (dot–
dashed line). The band correspond to variations in the factorization/renormalization scales by
a factor of two around the central value µ = M , indicated by the solid line.

expression for f
NL(z). This is no accident, as by applying the above approximations one is in

e↵ect isolating the corresponding LO, quark–initiated, contribution to F2 in the exact expression
and this must by construction match the corresponding expression calculated directly within the
collinear approach.

From the above discussion, one may in general expect a rather close matching between the
exact (16) and collinear (18) results. Certainly we can see that by including the NLO in ↵

quark–initiated contribution, with the corresponding matching term in the photon PDF, this
result will be closer to the exact case. Nonetheless, these are only equivalent to a certain degree
of approximation: in the collinear result the full M2 dependence has been dropped, an artificial
µ dependence (absent in the exact result) has been introduced and the exact result is only
reproduced up to the O(↵S ,↵) corrections discussed above.

To examine this e↵ect further, in Fig. 1 we show the ratio of the cross section calculated
within the approximate collinear approach (17), to the exact result (8), taking

p
s = 1 TeV

for concreteness. For the collinear photon PDF we use the MMHT2015qed nnlo set [14], which
is generated using a procedure that closely follows LUXqed, while for the exact prediction we
use the same inputs for the structure functions as in the collinear PDF. In particular, this is
divided into elastic, inelastic resonance and inelastic continuum contributions in the usual way,
and we have checked that our implementation can closely reproduce the collinear PDF. For the
Q

2
> 1 GeV2 continuum component we use the ZM–VFNS at NNLO in QCD predictions for

the structure functions as implemented in APFEL [32], with the MMHT2015qed nnlo PDFs. In the
results which follow we do not include any PDF uncertainties on the exact or collinear results,
due e.g. to the uncertainty on the input structure functions, as these should e↵ect both cases
in a very similar way, and hence will mostly cancel in the ratios we consider. We will refer to
this as a ‘PDF uncertainty’ for simplicity.

For comparison, in addition to the case of heavy lepton production, we also consider the
production of a heavy scalar S via the ��

⇤ ! S subprocess, as discussed in [13]. In this case we
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Figure 4: Ratio of the di↵erential cross sections with respect to the photon virtuality, Q
2,

for heavy lepton (with mass M) production calculated within the approximate collinear ap-
proach (17), to the exact result (8). Results for di↵erent choices of factorization scale are
shown, with the band corresponding to variations in the factorization/renormalization scales
as above. The prediction within the k? factorization approach is also shown. The two figures
correspond to di↵erent choices of lepton mass, as indicated.

The results are shown in Fig. 3, where for clarity we only show the case of lepton production,
finding the scalar case to be rather similar. For the collinear prediction we consider two choices
for the factorization scale of the quark PDFs, namely µ

2
F = Q

2 and µ
2
F = Q

2 + M
2. While

the former may be considered a more natural and sensible choice, as in the exact case the cross
section is written in terms of structure functions evaluated at scale Q

2, the latter is the type of
scale one might be tempted to take from the point of view of a ‘standard’ QCD calculation. In
particular, for the Z boson p? distribution we will consider in the following section, a standard
choice would be µ

2
F = (pZ?)

2 +M
2
Z , which is analogous to this.

The Q2
> 4 GeV2 case is shown in Fig. 3 (left). For µ2

F = Q
2 we can see that the discrepancy

with the exact result from the collinear prediction, within the scale variation band, is as large
as ⇠ ±20%, with di↵erences of this order continuing up to high mass. Indeed, in certain regions
the di↵erence is not covered by the scale variation band itself. This level of di↵erence is entirely
consistent with the missing higher order corrections that are omitted in the explicit collinear
calculation but which are fully accounted for in the exact result. The prediction within k?–
factorization di↵ers by a similar amount, while for the µ

2
F = Q

2 +M
2 choice this e↵ect is even

more severe. In Fig. 3 (right) we impose a higher Q
2
> 100 GeV2 cut, and find the di↵erence

and scale variation band for the collinear predictions are somewhat smaller, though still not
negligible, while for the k?–factorization case the di↵erence is larger, as one would expect from
the fact that this assumes Q2 ⌧ M

2 to be true.
To clarify things further, in Fig. 4 we show the di↵erential cross sections, for two choices of

lepton mass, M = 20 and 200 GeV. Similar levels of di↵erence can be seen as above, particularly
at lower Q2 for the collinear predictions, while for k?–factorization the approach is seen to break
down at large Q

2 & M
2, as one would expect. As before, the scale variation bands do not

necessarily cover the exact result.
In summary, we have seen that for the inclusive cross section, provided only the LO in

↵ photon–initiated contribution is included, the uncertainty on the corresponding predictions
is significantly larger than that coming from the very small quoted PDF uncertainty, and at
low masses the standard scale variation band does not overlap with the exact result. This
is of particular significance to LHC phenomenology, where the inclusion of photon–initiated
production at LO is common. The situation improves to a large extent when the NLO collinear
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2

e
2
/(4⇡) ⌘ ↵ is the QED coupling and the arbitrary scale

⇤ �
p
s is introduced to ensure the correct dimensions.

The crucial observation that we rely on is inspired in
part by Drees and Zeppenfeld’s study of supersymmet-
ric particle production at ep colliders [29]: there are two
ways of writing the heavy-lepton production cross section
�, one in terms of standard proton structure functions,
F2(x,Q2) and FL(x,Q2), the other in terms of the proton
parton distribution functions (PDFs) fa/p(x, µ

2), where
the dominant flavour that contributes will be a = �.
Equating the latter with the former will allow us to de-
termine f�/p.

We start with the inclusive cross section for l(k) +
p(p) ! L(k0) +X

� =
1

4p · k

Z
d
4
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(2⇡)4q4
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2
ph(q
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⇥ 2⇡�((k � q)2 �M
2) , (1)

where q = k � k
0, Q

2 = �q
2, Wµ⌫(p, q) is the pro-

ton hadronic tensor as defined in [30], and L
µ⌫(k, q) =

1
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is the lep-

tonic tensor. We define the physical QED coupling
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2(µ2)/(1�⇧(q2, µ2

, e
2(µ2))). (2)

where ⇧ is the photon self energy and µ is the renormal-
isation scale. We stress that Eq. (1) is accurate up to
corrections of order

p
s/⇤, since neither the electromag-

netic current nor the lL̄� vertex are renormalised.
For s,M

2 � m
2
p, where

p
s is the centre-of-mass en-

ergy and mp the proton mass, one obtains
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where x = M
2
/s, Q2

min = x
2
m

2
p/(1�z), Q2

max = M
2
/(1�

z) and c0 = 16⇡2
/⇤2.

The same result in terms of parton distributions can
be written as
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where in the MS factorisation scheme

�̂a(z, µ
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with eq the charge of quark flavour q and zp�q(z) =
1 + (1 � z)2. To understand which terms we choose to
keep, observe that the photon will be suppressed by ↵L

relative to the quark and gluon distributions, which are
of order (↵sL)n, where L = lnµ2

/m
2
p ⇠ 1/↵s. The first

term in Eq. (3) is of order ↵2
L(↵sL)n, the second one is

of order ↵
2(↵sL)n. We neglect terms that would be of

order ↵3
L(↵sL)n or ↵2

↵s(↵sL)n. By requiring the equiv-
alence of Eqs. (3) and (5) up to the orders considered, one
obtains (in the MS scheme):
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where the result includes all terms of order ↵L (↵sL)n,
↵ (↵sL)n and ↵

2
L
2 (↵sL)n. The last term in this equa-

tion is the conversion to the MS scheme, and is small (see
Fig. 2).
From Eq. (6) one can derive expressions up to order

↵↵s for the P�q, P�g and P�� splitting functions using
known results for the F2 and FL coe�cient functions and
for the QED �-function. Those expressions agree with
the results of a direct evaluation in Ref. [31].
The evaluation of Eq. (6) requires information on F2

and FL. Firstly (and somewhat unusually in a PDF con-
text), we will need the elastic contributions to F2 and
FL,

F
el
2 =

[GE(Q2)]2 + [GM (Q2)]2⌧

1 + ⌧
�(1� x) , (7a)

F
el
L =

[GE(Q2)]2

⌧
�(1� x) , (7b)

where ⌧ = Q
2
/(4m2

p) and GE and GM are the elec-
tric and magnetic Sachs form factors of the proton (see
e.g. Eqs.(19) and (20) of Ref. [32]). A widely used ap-
proximation for GE,M is the dipole form GE(Q2) =
1/(1 + Q

2
/m

2
dip)

2, GM (Q2) = µpGE(Q2) with m
2
dip =

0.71 GeV2 and µp ' 2.793. The dipole form is of inter-
est for understanding qualitative asymptotic behaviours,
predicting f�/p(x) ⇠ ↵(1 � x)4 at large x dominated
by the magnetic component, and f�/p(x) ⇠ ↵ ln 1/x at
small x dominated by the electric component. However
for accurate results, we will rather make use of a recent
fit to precise world data by the A1 collaboration [33],
which shows clear deviations from the dipole form, with
an impact of up to 10% on the elastic part of f�/p(x)
for x . 0.5. The data constrains the form factors for
Q

2 . 10 GeV2. At large x, Eq.(6) receives contributions
only from Q

2
> x

2
m

2
p/(1 � x), which implies that the

Wµ⌫(p, q)
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It has become apparent in recent years that it is important, notably for a range of physics stud-
ies at the Large Hadron Collider, to have accurate knowledge on the distribution of photons in the
proton. We show how the photon parton distribution function (PDF) can be determined in a model-
independent manner, using electron–proton (ep) scattering data, in e↵ect viewing the ep ! e +X
process as an electron scattering o↵ the photon field of the proton. To this end, we consider an
imaginary BSM process with a flavour changing photon–lepton vertex. We write its cross section
in two ways, one in terms of proton structure functions, the other in terms of a photon distribu-
tion. Requiring their equivalence yields the photon distribution as an integral over proton structure
functions. As a result of the good precision of ep data, we constrain the photon PDF at the level of
1�2% over a wide range of x values.

A fast-moving particle generates an associated electro-
magnetic field which can be interpreted as a distribution
of photons, as originally calculated by Fermi, Weizsäcker
and Williams [1–3] for point-like charges. The corre-
sponding determination of the photon distribution for
hadrons, specifically f�/p for the proton, has however
been the subject of debate over recent years.

The photon distribution is small compared to that of
the quarks and gluons, since it is suppressed by a power
of the electromagnetic coupling ↵. Nevertheless, it has
been realised in the past few years that its poor knowl-
edge is becoming a limiting factor in our ability to pre-
dict key scattering reactions at CERN’s Large Hadron
Collider (LHC). Notable examples are the production of
the Higgs boson throughW/Z fusion [4], or in association
with an outgoing weak boson [5]. For W±

H production
it is the largest source of uncertainty [6]. The photon
distribution is also potentially relevant for the produc-
tion of lepton-pairs [7–11], top-quarks [12], pairs of weak
bosons [13–18] and generally enters into electroweak cor-
rections for almost any LHC process. The diphoton ex-
cess around 750 GeV seen by ATLAS and CMS [19, 20]
has also generated interest in understanding f�/p.

The two most widely used estimates of f�/p are those
included in the MRST2004QED [21] and NNPDF23QED [22]
parametrisations of the proton structure. In the NNPDF
approach, the photon distribution is constrained mainly
by LHC data on the production of pairs of leptons,
pp ! `

+
`
�. This is dominated by qq̄ ! `

+
`
�, with a

small component from �� ! `
+
`
�. The drawback of

this approach is that even with very small uncertainties
in `

+
`
� production data [8], in the QCD corrections to

qq̄ ! `
+
`
� and in the quark and anti-quark distribu-

tions, it is di�cult to obtain high precision constraints
on f�/p.

In the MRST2004QED approach, the photon is instead
modeled. It is assumed to be generated as emissions

from free, point-like quarks, using quark distributions fit-
ted from deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) and other data.
The free parameter in the model is an e↵ective mass-
scale below which quarks stop radiating, which was taken
in the range between current-quark masses (a few MeV)
and constituent-quark masses (a few hundred MeV). The
CT14QED [23] variant of this approach constrains the e↵ec-
tive mass scale using ep ! e� +X data [24], sensitive to
the photon in a limited momentum range through the re-
action e� ! e� [25]. A more sophisticated approach [26]
supplements a model of the photon component generated
from quarks (“inelastic” part) with a calculation of the
“elastic” component (whose importance has been under-
stood at least since the early 1970’s [27]) generated by
coherent radiation from the proton as a whole. This was
recently revived in Refs. [28–30].

In this article we point out that electron-proton (ep)
scattering data already contains all the information that
is needed to accurately determine f�/p. It is common
to think of ep scattering as a process in which a pho-
ton emitted from the electron probes the structure of the
proton. However one can equivalently think of it as an
electron probing the photon field generated by the proton
itself. Thus the ep scattering cross section is necessarily
connected with f�/p. A simple way to make the connec-
tion manifest is to consider, instead of ep scattering, the
fictitious process l+ p ! L+X, where l and L are neu-
tral leptons, with l massless and L massive with mass M .
We assume a transition magnetic moment coupling of the
form Lint = (e/⇤)L�

µ⌫
Fµ⌫ l. Here e

2(µ2)/(4⇡) ⌘ ↵(µ2)
is the MS QED coupling evaluated at the scale µ, and the
arbitrary scale ⇤ �

p
s (where

p
s is the centre-of-mass

energy) is introduced to ensure the correct dimensions.

The crucial observation that we rely on is inspired in
part by Drees and Zeppenfeld’s study of supersymmetric
particle production at ep colliders [31]: there are two
ways of writing the heavy-lepton production cross section

2

�, one in terms of standard proton structure functions,
F2 and FL (or F1), the other in terms of the proton PDFs
fa/p, where the dominant flavour that contributes will be
a = �. Equating the latter with the former will allow us
to determine f�/p.

We start with the inclusive cross section for l(k) +
p(p) ! L(k0) + X. Defining q = k � k

0, Q2 = �q
2 and

xBj = Q
2
/(2pq), we have
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where the proton hadronic tensor (as defined
in [32]) is given by Wµ⌫(p, q) = �gµ⌫F1(xBj, Q

2) +
pµp⌫/(pq)F2(xBj, Q

2) up to terms proportional
to qµ, q⌫ , and the leptonic tensor is L
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. In Eq. (1)

we introduced the physical QED coupling
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2(µ2))), (2)

where ⇧ is the photon self energy and µ is the renormal-
isation scale. We stress that Eq. (1) is accurate up to
corrections of order

p
s/⇤, since neither the electromag-

netic current nor the L̄�l vertex are renormalised.
We find
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where x = M
2
/(s � m

2
p), mp is the proton mass,

FL(x,Q2) = (1+4m2
px

2
/Q

2)F2(x,Q2)�2xF1(x,Q2) and
c0 = 16⇡2

/⇤2. Assuming that M
2 � m

2
p, we have
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The same result in terms of parton distributions can

be written as
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where in the MS factorisation scheme
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where ei is the charge of quark flavour i and zp�q(z) =
1 + (1 � z)2. To understand which terms we choose to

keep, observe that the photon will be suppressed by ↵L

relative to the quark and gluon distributions, which are
of order (↵sL)n, where L = lnµ2

/m
2
p ⇠ 1/↵s. The first

term in Eq. (3) is of order ↵2
L(↵sL)n, the second one is

of order ↵
2(↵sL)n. We neglect terms that would be of

order ↵3
L(↵sL)n or ↵2

↵s(↵sL)n. By requiring the equiv-
alence of Eqs. (3) and (4) up to the orders considered, one
obtains (in the MS scheme):
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where the result includes all terms of order ↵L (↵sL)n,
↵ (↵sL)n and ↵

2
L
2 (↵sL)n [33]. Within our accuracy

↵ph(�Q
2) ⇡ ↵(Q2). The conversion to the MS factorisa-

tion scheme, the last term in Eq. (6), is small (see Fig. 2).
From Eq. (6) we have derived expressions up to order

↵↵s for the P�q, P�g and P�� splitting functions using
known results for the F2 and FL coe�cient functions and
for the QED �-function. Those expressions agree with
the results of a direct evaluation in Ref. [34].
The evaluation of Eq. (6) requires information on F2

and FL. Firstly (and somewhat unusually in a PDF con-
text), we will need the elastic contributions to F2 and
FL,

F
el
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1 + ⌧
�(1� x) , (7a)
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where ⌧ = Q
2
/(4m2

p) and GE and GM are the elec-
tric and magnetic Sachs form factors of the proton (see
e.g. Eqs.(19) and (20) of Ref. [35]). A widely used ap-
proximation for GE,M is the dipole form GE(Q2) =
1/(1 + Q

2
/m

2
dip)

2, GM (Q2) = µpGE(Q2) with m
2
dip =

0.71 GeV2 and µp ' 2.793. This form is of interest for
understanding qualitative asymptotic behaviours, pre-
dicting f�/p(x) ⇠ ↵(1 � x)4 at large x dominated by
the magnetic component, and xf�/p(x) ⇠ ↵ ln 1/x at
small x dominated by the electric component. However
for accurate results, we will rather make use of a recent
fit to precise world data by the A1 collaboration [36],
which shows clear deviations from the dipole form, with
an impact of up to 10% on the elastic part of f�/p(x)
for x . 0.5. The data constrains the form factors for
Q

2 . 10 GeV2. At large x, Eq. (6) receives contribu-
tions only from Q

2
> x

2
m

2
p/(1 � x), which implies that

the elastic contribution to f�/p is known for x . 0.9.
Note that the last term in Eq. (6) does not have an elas-
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a = �. Equating the latter with the former will allow us
to determine f�/p.

We start with the inclusive cross section for l(k) +
p(p) ! L(k0) + X. Defining q = k � k

0, Q2 = �q
2 and

xBj = Q
2
/(2pq), we have

� =
1

4p · k

Z
d
4
q

(2⇡)4q4
e
2
ph(q

2) [4⇡Wµ⌫(p, q)L
µ⌫(k, q)]

⇥ 2⇡�((k � q)2 �M
2) , (1)

where the proton hadronic tensor (as defined
in [32]) is given by Wµ⌫(p, q) = �gµ⌫F1(xBj, Q

2) +
pµp⌫/(pq)F2(xBj, Q

2) up to terms proportional
to qµ, q⌫ , and the leptonic tensor is L

µ⌫(k, q) =
1
2 (e

2
ph(q

2)/⇤2)Tr
⇣
/k
0 ⇥
/q, �

µ
⇤
(/k0 +M)

⇥
�
⌫
, /q
⇤⌘

. In Eq. (1)

we introduced the physical QED coupling

e
2
ph(q

2) = e
2(µ2)/(1�⇧(q2, µ2

, e
2(µ2))), (2)

where ⇧ is the photon self energy and µ is the renormal-
isation scale. We stress that Eq. (1) is accurate up to
corrections of order

p
s/⇤, since neither the electromag-

netic current nor the L̄�l vertex are renormalised.
We find

� =
c0

2⇡

Z 1� 2xmp
M

x

dz

z

Z Q2
max

Q2
min

dQ
2

Q2
↵
2
ph(�Q

2)

"✓
2�2z+z

2

+
2x2

m
2
p

Q2
+

z
2
Q

2

M2
� 2zQ2

M2
�

2x2
Q

2
m

2
p

M4

◆
F2(x/z,Q

2)

+

✓
�z

2 � z
2
Q

2

2M2
+

z
2
Q

4

2M4

◆
FL(x/z,Q

2)

#
, (3)

where x = M
2
/(s � m

2
p), mp is the proton mass,

FL(x,Q2) = (1+4m2
px

2
/Q

2)F2(x,Q2)�2xF1(x,Q2) and
c0 = 16⇡2

/⇤2. Assuming that M
2 � m

2
p, we have

Q
2
min = x

2
m

2
p/(1� z) and Q

2
max = M

2(1� z)/z.
The same result in terms of parton distributions can

be written as

� = c0

X

a

Z 1

x

dz

z
�̂a(z, µ

2)
M

2

zs
fa/p

✓
M

2

zs
, µ

2

◆
, (4)

where in the MS factorisation scheme

�̂a(z, µ
2) = ↵(µ2)�(1� z)�a� +

↵
2(µ2)

2⇡

"
� 2 + 3z+

+ zp�q(z) ln
M

2(1� z)2

zµ2

#
X

i2{q,q̄}

e
2
i �ai + . . . , (5)

where ei is the charge of quark flavour i and zp�q(z) =
1 + (1 � z)2. To understand which terms we choose to

keep, observe that the photon will be suppressed by ↵L

relative to the quark and gluon distributions, which are
of order (↵sL)n, where L = lnµ2

/m
2
p ⇠ 1/↵s. The first

term in Eq. (3) is of order ↵2
L(↵sL)n, the second one is

of order ↵
2(↵sL)n. We neglect terms that would be of

order ↵3
L(↵sL)n or ↵2

↵s(↵sL)n. By requiring the equiv-
alence of Eqs. (3) and (4) up to the orders considered, one
obtains (in the MS scheme):

xf�/p(x, µ
2) =

1

2⇡↵(µ2)

Z 1

x

dz

z

(Z µ2

1�z

x2m2
p

1�z

dQ
2

Q2
↵
2(Q2)

" 
zp�q(z) +

2x2
m

2
p

Q2

!
F2(x/z,Q

2)� z
2
FL

⇣
x

z
,Q

2
⌘#

� ↵
2(µ2)z2F2

⇣
x

z
, µ

2
⌘)

, (6)

where the result includes all terms of order ↵L (↵sL)n,
↵ (↵sL)n and ↵

2
L
2 (↵sL)n [33]. Within our accuracy

↵ph(�Q
2) ⇡ ↵(Q2). The conversion to the MS factorisa-

tion scheme, the last term in Eq. (6), is small (see Fig. 2).
From Eq. (6) we have derived expressions up to order

↵↵s for the P�q, P�g and P�� splitting functions using
known results for the F2 and FL coe�cient functions and
for the QED �-function. Those expressions agree with
the results of a direct evaluation in Ref. [34].
The evaluation of Eq. (6) requires information on F2

and FL. Firstly (and somewhat unusually in a PDF con-
text), we will need the elastic contributions to F2 and
FL,

F
el
2 (x,Q2) =

[GE(Q2)]2 + [GM (Q2)]2⌧

1 + ⌧
�(1� x) , (7a)

F
el
L (x,Q2) =

[GE(Q2)]2

⌧
�(1� x) , (7b)

where ⌧ = Q
2
/(4m2

p) and GE and GM are the elec-
tric and magnetic Sachs form factors of the proton (see
e.g. Eqs.(19) and (20) of Ref. [35]). A widely used ap-
proximation for GE,M is the dipole form GE(Q2) =
1/(1 + Q

2
/m

2
dip)

2, GM (Q2) = µpGE(Q2) with m
2
dip =

0.71 GeV2 and µp ' 2.793. This form is of interest for
understanding qualitative asymptotic behaviours, pre-
dicting f�/p(x) ⇠ ↵(1 � x)4 at large x dominated by
the magnetic component, and xf�/p(x) ⇠ ↵ ln 1/x at
small x dominated by the electric component. However
for accurate results, we will rather make use of a recent
fit to precise world data by the A1 collaboration [36],
which shows clear deviations from the dipole form, with
an impact of up to 10% on the elastic part of f�/p(x)
for x . 0.5. The data constrains the form factors for
Q

2 . 10 GeV2. At large x, Eq. (6) receives contribu-
tions only from Q

2
> x

2
m

2
p/(1 � x), which implies that

the elastic contribution to f�/p is known for x . 0.9.
Note that the last term in Eq. (6) does not have an elas-
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MC Implementation

contribution is included, although even here the uncertainty at lower mass is again significantly
larger than the corresponding PDF uncertainty and even at higher masses of the same order.
However, such corrections are often not available (publicly or otherwise) for LHC processes.
Moreover, even if these corrections are eventually explicitly included, one will still introduce an
(albeit smaller) source of uncertainty due to the residual scale dependence that can be bypassed
entirely by simply working with the exact result, as calculated in the structure function approach.
More significantly from a phenomenological point of view, we have seen that once one starts to
include cuts, or consider observables that are sensitive to the photon transverse momenta, the
di↵erence between even the NLO prediction (or that using the k?–factorization approach) can
again be rather large.

We note that the magnitude of these scale variation uncertainties in the inclusive cross
sections are roughly consistent with the LO and NLO uncertainty bands on the photon PDF
presented in Section 9 of [13], being of a similar origin. However, here the final ‘missing higher
order’ uncertainty derived within this approach is, as discussed in this work (see footnote 11),
only relevant for the case that one works at NLO for the photon–initiated contributions, and
will otherwise drastically underestimate the corresponding uncertainty, as we have seen above.
Moreover even if one works at NLO, then the uncertainty that they include, which comes from
the manner in which one defines the photon PDF and the factorization scale choice which
corresponds to it, is entirely absent in the structure function calculation. More significantly,
while this uncertainty is estimated to be rather small in [13], at the ⇠ 1% level or less, the
scale variation uncertainty in the NLO collinear cross section is not entirely accounted for by
this, and is in many cases larger, as we have seen. On the other hand, as discussed at the
end of Section 2, other small sources of uncertainty from missing higher–order non–factorizable
corrections, remain in both the structure function and collinear calculations.

4 Hadron–hadron collisions

We now consider some phenomenological implications of the results above for photon–initiated
production at the LHC. Before doing so, we briefly discuss the connection between the structure
function result (1) and the collinear prediction via the photon PDF, similarly to the lepton–
hadron case considered before. As in [33] we can write

�pp =
1

2s

Z
dx1dx2 d

2
q1?d

2
q2?d�↵(Q2

1)↵(Q
2
2)
⇢
µµ0

1 ⇢
⌫⌫0
2 M

⇤
µ0⌫0Mµ⌫

q21q
2
2

�
(4)(q1 + q2 � pX) , (29)

where xi and qi? are the photon momentum fractions (see [33] for precise definitions) and trans-
verse momenta, respectively. The amplitude squared M

⇤
µ0⌫0Mµ⌫ permits a general expansion [7]

M
⇤
µ0⌫0Mµ⌫ = Rµµ0R⌫⌫0

1

4

X

�1�2

|M�1�2 |2 + · · · , (30)

where we omit various terms that vanish when taking the Q1,2 ⌧ M
2
X limit, or after integration

over the photon azimuthal angle. Here R is the metric tensor that is transverse to the photon
momenta q1,2:

R
µ⌫ = �g

µ⌫ +
(q1q1)(q

µ
1 q

⌫
2 + q

⌫
1q

µ
2 ) +Q

2
1q

µ
2 q

⌫
2 +Q

2
2q

µ
1 q

⌫
1

(q1q2)2 �Q2
1Q

2
2

. (31)
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• Master formula readily amenable to MC implementation:

LO (or beyond) amplitude.

Drell–Yan process and the region of lower transverse momenta, where resummation must be
applied. We in particular present results for the ATLAS 8 TeV event selection [29]. These
can enter at the level of a few percent in the region where fixed–order QCD may be applied,
relevant to PDF fits, while for the lower pll? region relevant to comparisons with resummed QCD
calculations, these can be as large as 10%.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we summarise the key ingredients of
the structure function approach. In Section 3 we present a detailed comparison of this with
the standard approach, in terms of a photon PDF, for the simpler case of lepton–proton (and
photon–proton) scattering. In Section 4 we discuss the case of proton–proton collisions, and
present phenomenological predictions for lepton pair production at the LHC. In Section 5 we
conclude and discuss future work.

2 Structure Function Calculation

The basic observation we apply is that in the high–energy limit the photon–initiated cross section
in proton–proton collisions1 can be written in the general form

�pp =
1

2s

Z
d3p1d3p2d�

E1E2
↵(Q2

1)↵(Q
2
2)
⇢
µµ0

1 ⇢
⌫⌫0
2 M

⇤
µ0⌫0Mµ⌫

q21q
2
2

�
(4)(q1 + q2 � k) . (1)

Here the outgoing hadronic systems have momenta p1,2 and the photons have momenta q1,2, with

q
2
1,2 = �Q

2
1,2. We consider the production of a system of 4–momentum k = q1 + q2 =

PN
j=1 kj

of N particles, where d� =
QN

j=1 d
3
kj/2Ej(2⇡)3 is the standard phase space volume. M

µ⌫

corresponds to the �� ! X(k) production amplitude, with arbitrary photon virtualities.
The above expression is the basis of the equivalent photon approximation [7], as well as being

precisely the formulation used in the structure function approach [19] applied to the calculation
of Higgs Boson production via VBF. In particular, ⇢ is the density matrix of the virtual photon,
which is given in terms of the well known proton structure functions:

⇢
↵�
i = 2

Z
dxB,i

x2B,i


�
 
g
↵� +

q
↵
i q

�
i

Q2
i

!
F1(xB,i, Q

2
i ) +

(2p↵i � q↵i
xB,i

)(2p�i � q�i
xB,i

)

Q2
i

xB,i

2
F2(xB,i, Q

2
i )

�
,

(2)
where xB,i = Q

2
i /(Q

2
i + M

2
i � m

2
p) for a hadronic system of mass Mi and we note that the

definition of the photon momentum qi as outgoing from the hadronic vertex is opposite to the
usual DIS convention. This corresponds to the general Lorentz–covariant expression that can be
written down for the photon–hadron vertex, and indeed because of precisely this point it is the
same object which appears in the cross section for (photon–initiated) lepton–hadron scattering,
including in the DIS region. We have

d�lp
dQ2

=
↵(Q2)

4s2
⇢
↵�
i L↵�

Q2
, (3)

where L is the usual spin–averaged leptonic tensor. Indeed the photon density matrix is straight-
forwardly related to the standard hadronic tensor W↵� that enters the e.g. the DIS cross section
via

⇢
↵�
i = 2

Z
dxB,i

x2B,i

W
↵�
i = 2

Z
dM2

i

Q2
i

W
↵�
i . (4)

1We will for concreteness consider the case of two–photon initiated production, but the mixed case where only
one photon participates in the initial state can be written down in a similar way.

3

Z
dxB,i

x2
B,i

=

Z
dM2

i

Q2
i
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4

Why bother?
• In era of high precision phenomenology at the LHC: NNLO 
calculations rapidly becoming the ‘standard’. However:

• Thus at this level of accuracy, must consider a proper account of 
EW corrections. At LHC these can be relevant for a range of 
processes (                                                         ).

↵2
S(MZ) ⇠ 0.1182 ⇠ 1

70
↵QED(MZ) ⇠

1

130

! EW and NNLO QCD corrections can be comparable in size.

W , Z, WH, ZH, WW , tt, jets...

R

• For consistent treatment of these, must 
incorporate QED in initial state: photon-
initiated production.

X

} dM2
1
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Fully differential over 
invariant mass of 
dissociation system.

         from elastic/
inelastic      scattering 
data.
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Treatment of Dissociation System
• MC produces outgoing dissociation system 4-momentum. Then need to 

decay so that we can interface to general purpose MC for showering/
hadronisation.

• Two methods for doing this being investigated:

★ Generate outgoing quark according to 
momentum conservation from 
(collinear)

Figure 3. Leading and next-to-leading graphs for the process l + � ! L in the QCD improved
parton model.

At this point a comment is in order. We can systematically compute the cross section

assuming that ↵ and ↵s are of the same size, and that the parton densities themselves are

formally all of the same order. We dub this counting of the order “democratic”, and adopt

it here in what follows, since it is more transparent. In the democratic order-counting, the

index i appearing in Eq. (3.14) should also run over leptons. Furthermore, neglected terms

are of second order in both ↵ and ↵s, i.e. of order ↵2 and ↵↵s (the ↵
2
s term being absent),

relative to the Born term.

For phenomenological applications, however, we will take into account the fact that

↵ is smaller than ↵s, using as a guideline the relation ↵ ⇡ ↵
2
s. We dub this counting

“phenomenological”. According to it, the photon density of the proton is of order ↵L with

respect to a quark density, L being a log of µ2 over some typical hadronic scale. We can

assume L ⇡ 1/↵s. In this framework the contributions corresponding to the first and second

diagram in Fig. 3.14 are respectively of order ↵2
L, ↵2, while the last graph is formally of

order ↵
3
L ⇡ ↵

2
↵s (but is zero in the MS scheme). The next-to-leading correction is of

relative order 1/L ⇠ ↵s, rather than of order ↵ (as in the democratic counting), with

respect to the Born term. In the middle diagram of Fig. 3 light leptons can be excluded,

since their PDF is of order L2
↵
2, and their contribution is of order ↵4

L
2.5

The cross section for the process �(l + q ! L+ q), illustrated in the middle graph of

Fig. 3, is easily computed with standard methods. Details of the calculation are given in

App. D. We get

b�(0,0)
l� (yp) = �0M

2
�(ŝ�M

2) ,

(3.15)

b�(0,1)
li (yp) = e

2
i �0

↵(µ2)

2⇡


�2 + 3z + zp�q(z)

✓
log

M
2

µ2
+ log

(1� z)2

z

◆�
, (3.16)

where �0 is given in Eq. (3.12), ŝ = ys, z = M
2
/ŝ = x/y and

p�q(z) ⌘
1 + (1� z)2

z
. (3.17)

5Unless one considers the photon content of partially stripped ions [28].
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★ Decay dissociation system according to 
phase space into quark + diquark.

• Clearly a lot of variations even within these two approaches. Hope is 
that final results not too sensitive on specific choice: to be investigated.

q ! q�
<latexit sha1_base64="AxJ0I8OWAVfPiJgEtWcD2ESmdNI=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRItPnZFNy4r2Ac0odxMJ+3QmSSdmRRK6Xe4caGIWz/GnX/jJA2i1gMXDufcy733+DFnStv2p1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHLRUlktAmiXgkOz4oyllIm5ppTjuxpCB8Ttv+6Db12xMqFYvCBz2NqSdgELKAEdBG8sbY1REeuwMQAnrlil21M+Bl4uSkgnI0euUPtx+RRNBQEw5KdR071t4MpGaE03nJTRSNgYxgQLuGhiCo8mbZ0XN8YpQ+DiJpKtQ4U39OzEAoNRW+6RSgh+qvl4r/ed1EB1fejIVxomlIFouChGPzaJoA7jNJieZTQ4BIZm7FZAgSiDY5lbIQrlNcfL+8TFpnVee8WruvVeo3eRxFdISO0Sly0CWqozvUQE1E0Bg9omf0Yk2sJ+vVelu0Fqx85hD9gvX+BVNWkfQ=</latexit>

PI Production: Relevance @ LHC 

• In high precision LHC era, NNLO QCD the standard, but:

↵QED(MZ) ⇠ ↵
2
S(MZ)<latexit sha1_base64="kjSo7+StcmvNujrSzsJmx08MjcI=">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</latexit>

crucial to include EW corrections. Photon-initiated (PI) production 
important element of inclusive cross sections at this level of precision.

)<latexit sha1_base64="YraL6NdWDVwmmB7E7PTYiOBUu8Q=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRItPnZFNy6r2AekoUymk3boJBNmbpQS+hluXCji1q9x5984SYP4OnDhcM693HuPHwuuwbY/rNLC4tLySnm1sra+sblV3d7paJkoytpUCql6PtFM8Ii1gYNgvVgxEvqCdf3JZeZ375jSXEa3MI2ZF5JRxANOCRjJ7d/w0RiIUvJ+UK3ZdTsH/kucgtRQgdag+t4fSpqELAIqiNauY8fgpUQBp4LNKv1Es5jQCRkx19CIhEx7aX7yDB8YZYgDqUxFgHP1+0RKQq2noW86QwJj/dvLxP88N4HgzEt5FCfAIjpfFCQCg8TZ/3jIFaMgpoYQqri5FdMxUYSCSamSh3Ce4eTr5b+kc1R3juuN60ateVHEUUZ7aB8dIgedoia6Qi3URhRJ9ICe0LMF1qP1Yr3OW0tWMbOLfsB6+wSqNZGl</latexit>

4

Why bother?
• In era of high precision phenomenology at the LHC: NNLO 
calculations rapidly becoming the ‘standard’. However:

• Thus at this level of accuracy, must consider a proper account of 
EW corrections. At LHC these can be relevant for a range of 
processes (                                                         ).

↵
2
S(MZ) ⇠ 0.118

2
⇠

1

70
↵QED(MZ) ⇠

1

130

! EW and NNLO QCD corrections can be comparable in size.

W , Z, WH, ZH, WW , tt, jets...

R

• For consistent treatment of these, must 
incorporate QED in initial state: photon-
initiated production.

X

 3

replace with DY 

~ 4% of low mass DY cross section

qq
<latexit sha1_base64="s+JFhrigfC0utRj8XQaHA6ujuf0=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ6at1e6KblxWsQ9oh5JJM21oJjNNMkIZ+gduXCji1j9y59+YmZbi68CFwzn3cu89XsSZ0gh9Wiura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwpcJYEtokIQ9lx8OKciZoUzPNaSeSFAcep21vfJ367QcqFQvFvZ5G1A3wUDCfEayNdDeZ9AtFZCOnhM6rENnlkuNUa9CxUYYlKYIFGv3CR28QkjigQhOOleo6KNJugqVmhNNZvhcrGmEyxkPaNVTggCo3yS6dwVOjDKAfSlNCw0z9PpHgQKlp4JnOAOuR+u2l4n9eN9b+pZswEcWaCjJf5Mcc6hCmb8MBk5RoPjUEE8nMrZCMsMREm3DyWQi1FNW/vy9Jq2Q7ZbtyWynWrxZx5MAxOAFnwAEXoA5uQAM0AQE+eATP4MUaW0/Wq/U2b12xFjNH4Aes9y/7PI3N</latexit>

q
<latexit sha1_base64="Yxd731/gJ/ylAFps4iQFkqO6WY4=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFchaQGbXdFNy5bsA9oQ5lMJ+3YycOZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRRfBy4czrmXe+/xYs6ksqx3Y2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23ZZQIQlsk4pHoelhSzkLaUkxx2o0FxYHHacebXGZ+544KyaLwWk1j6gZ4FDKfEay01LwdlMq2ac2BLLPiVB2npkmufFplyNEYlN76w4gkAQ0V4VjKnm3Fyk2xUIxwOiv2E0ljTCZ4RHuahjig0k3nh87QsVaGyI+ErlChufp9IsWBlNPA050BVmP528vE/7xeovyqm7IwThQNyWKRn3CkIpR9jYZMUKL4VBNMBNO3IjLGAhOlsynqECyzluHs6+W/pF0x7VPTaTrl+kUeRwEO4QhOwIZzqMMVNKAFBCjcwyM8GTfGg/FsvCxal4x85gB+wHj9ACMUjU0=</latexit>

q
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Results

• Consider lepton pair production. 

• Basic observable: fraction of events 
that pass veto on additional particle 
production in certain region.

l+l�
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Veto

AllowedAllowed

•  Very relevant experimentally: e.g. in selection of ‘exclusive’ events 
without proton tagging, veto on extra charged tracks within tracker.

•  But SD and DD events with dissociation outside veto region pass this:

1 Introduction

When proton–proton (pp) beams collide at the LHC, typically rare photon–photon induced (��) inter-
actions occur at perceptible rate and provide a unique opportunity to study high-energy electroweak
processes [1]. Compared to other final states, the dilepton production is a standard candle process of
the photon-induced production mechanism, thanks to its sizeable cross-section. Using pp collisions at
a centre-of-mass energy of

p
s = 7 TeV, measurements of pp(��) ! µ+µ�pp production (referred to

as exclusive �� ! µ+µ�) were performed by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [2, 3]. The exclusive
�� ! e+e� process was also measured [3, 4]. A similar experimental signature has been used to study
the �� ! W+W� reaction [5–7].

The exclusive �� ! µ+µ� production process competes with the two-photon interactions involving
single- or double-proton dissociation due to the virtual photon exchange (Figure 1 (a–c)). The electro-
magnetic (EM) break-up of the proton typically results in a production of particles at small angles to the
beam direction, which can mimic the exclusive process. However, the proton-dissociative processes have
significantly di↵erent kinematic distributions compared to the exclusive reaction, allowing an e↵ective
separation of the di↵erent production mechanisms.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Schematic diagrams for (a) exclusive, (b) single-proton dissociative and (c) double-proton dissociative
two-photon production of muon pairs in pp collisions. The e↵ect of additional interactions between the protons is
shown in (d).

In general, the photon-induced production of lepton pairs contributes up to a few percent to the inclusive
dilepton production at LHC energies [8–10].

In order to reproduce the data, the calculations of such photon-induced reactions, in particular exclusive
�� ! µ+µ� production, need to take into account the proton absorptive e↵ects [3]. They are mainly
related to additional gluon interactions between the protons (or proton remnants), shown in Figure 1 (d),
which take place in addition to the QED process. The size of the absorption is not expected to be the
same for exclusive and dissociative processes; it may also depend on the reaction kinematics. These
e↵ects lead to the suppression of exclusive cross-sections (typically around 10–20%) by producing extra
hadronic activity in the event besides the final-state muons. Recent phenomenological studies suggest that
the exclusive cross-sections are suppressed, with a survival factor that decreases with mass [11, 12].

In this paper, a measurement of exclusive dimuon production in pp collisions at
p

s = 13 TeV is presen-
ted for muon pairs with invariant mass 12 GeV < mµ+µ� < 70 GeV. The di↵erential cross-sections,
d�/dmµ+µ� , are determined within a fiducial acceptance region. In the region 30 GeV < mµ+µ� < 70 GeV,
the minimum transverse momentum of each muon is required to be 10 GeV. For 12 GeV < mµ+µ� <
30 GeV, the minimum muon transverse momentum is reduced to 6 GeV by taking advantage of the lower
trigger thresholds available by making additional requirements on muon-pair topology. In addition, both

2
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•  Data-driven techniques applies to remove this BG, but simulation itself 
based on (outdated) LPAIR and NNPDF2.3 QED photon PDF.
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Results

 [GeV]XM
10 210 310

ij/
to

t

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2
Elastic
SD
DD

Superchic 3.04diss
-µ+µExcl. 

1601.03772 (Fig.7 top right)
(coh,coh)
(incoh,coh)+(ev,coh)
(incoh,incoh)+(incoh,ev)+(ev,ev)

-
-
-

• Result with/without veto, corresponding to veto region out to               .

• Relative fraction of elastic vs. single/double dissociation varies with central 
system mass (larger             more dissociation).

• Imposing veto has impact on this. Gives e.g. larger relative elastic 
contribution.

• Also shown (with veto): approx. analytic result of 1601.03772. Good 
agreement seen!
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Survival Effects

•  Apply phenomological model for this + fit to soft/diffractive data.

pp
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Soft survival factor

• How do we calculate the survival factor? Work in impact parameter 
space and apply ‘eikonal’ approach:

For this reason, survival effects are included fully differentially in the final–state momenta
in SuperChic 2. To describe in more detail how this is achieved, we can consider a simplified
‘one–channel’ model, which ignores any internal structure of the proton; see [36, 37] for
discussion of how this can be generalised to the more realistic ‘mutli–channel’ case. The
average suppression factor is written as

⟨S2
eik⟩ =

!

d2b1t d2b2t |T (s,b1t,b2t)|2 exp(−Ω(s, bt))
!

d2 b1td2b2t |T (s,b1t,b2t)|2
, (6)

where bit is the impact parameter vector of proton i, so that bt = b1t + b2t corresponds
to the transverse separation between the colliding protons, with bt = |bt|. T (s,b1t,b2t)
is the CEP amplitude (1) in impact parameter space, and Ω(s, bt) is the proton opacity,
which can be extracted from such hadronic observables as the elastic and total cross sections
as well as, combined with some additional physical assumption about the composition of
the proton, the single and double diffractive cross sections. From (6), we can see that
physically exp(−Ω(s, bt)) represents the probability that no inelastic scattering occurs at
impact parameter bt.

In the expression above, T (s,b1t,b2t) is just the Fourier conjugate of the CEP amplitude
(1), i.e. we have

T (s,p1⊥,p2⊥) =

"

d2b1t d
2b2t e

ip1⊥
·b1te−ip2⊥

·b2tT (s,b1t,b2t) . (7)

In transverse momentum space, the CEP amplitude including rescattering effects, T res, is
calculated by integrating over the transverse momentum k⊥ carried round the Pomeron loop
(represented by the grey oval labeled ‘S2

eik’ in Fig. 1). The amplitude including rescattering
corrections is given by

T res(s,p1⊥ ,p2⊥) =
i

s

"

d2k⊥

8π2
Tel(s,k

2
⊥) T (s,p

′
1⊥
,p′

2⊥
) , (8)

where p′
1⊥

= (p1⊥ − k⊥) and p′
2⊥

= (p2⊥ + k⊥), while T el(s,k2
⊥) is the elastic pp scattering

amplitude in transverse momentum space, which is related to the proton opacity via

Tel(s, t) = 2s

"

d2bt e
ik·bt Tel(s, bt) = 2is

"

d2bt e
ik·bt

#

1− e−Ω(s,bt)/2
$

, (9)

where t = −k2
⊥. We must add (8) to the ‘bare’ amplitude excluding rescattering effects to

give the full amplitude, which we can square to give the CEP cross section including eikonal
survival effects

dσ

d2p1⊥d
2p2⊥

∝ |T (s,p1⊥,p2⊥) + T res(s,p1⊥,p2⊥)|
2 , (10)

where here (and above) we have omitted the dependence of the cross section on all other
kinematic variables for simplicity. The overall normalisation of the cross section is achieved

6

: Poissonian probability of no inelastic 
scattering at impact parameter     .

proton opacity
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Exclusive production: theory

Rd�pp!pXp

dM2
XdyX

⇠
dLEPA

��

dM2
XdyX

�̂(�� ! X)

• Recall formula for exclusive     -initiated production in terms of EPA 
photon flux

• Why is this not an exact equality? Because we are asking for final state 
with intact protons, object      and nothing else- colliding protons may 
interact independently: ‘Survival factor’.

X

��

bt

b1t

b2t

• Underlying event generated by soft QCD. Cannot use pQCD        take 
phenomenological approach to this non-pert. observable.

)

V.A. Khoze, A.D. 
Martin, M.G. Ryskin, 
arXiv:1306.2149• Have: d�pp!pXp

dM2
XdyX

=
⌦
S2

↵ dLEPA
��

dM2
XdyX

�̂(�� ! X)
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Soft survival factor

• How do we calculate the survival factor? Work in impact parameter 
space and apply ‘eikonal’ approach:

For this reason, survival effects are included fully differentially in the final–state momenta
in SuperChic 2. To describe in more detail how this is achieved, we can consider a simplified
‘one–channel’ model, which ignores any internal structure of the proton; see [36, 37] for
discussion of how this can be generalised to the more realistic ‘mutli–channel’ case. The
average suppression factor is written as

⟨S2
eik⟩ =

!

d2b1t d2b2t |T (s,b1t,b2t)|2 exp(−Ω(s, bt))
!

d2 b1td2b2t |T (s,b1t,b2t)|2
, (6)

where bit is the impact parameter vector of proton i, so that bt = b1t + b2t corresponds
to the transverse separation between the colliding protons, with bt = |bt|. T (s,b1t,b2t)
is the CEP amplitude (1) in impact parameter space, and Ω(s, bt) is the proton opacity,
which can be extracted from such hadronic observables as the elastic and total cross sections
as well as, combined with some additional physical assumption about the composition of
the proton, the single and double diffractive cross sections. From (6), we can see that
physically exp(−Ω(s, bt)) represents the probability that no inelastic scattering occurs at
impact parameter bt.

In the expression above, T (s,b1t,b2t) is just the Fourier conjugate of the CEP amplitude
(1), i.e. we have

T (s,p1⊥,p2⊥) =

"

d2b1t d
2b2t e

ip1⊥
·b1te−ip2⊥

·b2tT (s,b1t,b2t) . (7)

In transverse momentum space, the CEP amplitude including rescattering effects, T res, is
calculated by integrating over the transverse momentum k⊥ carried round the Pomeron loop
(represented by the grey oval labeled ‘S2

eik’ in Fig. 1). The amplitude including rescattering
corrections is given by

T res(s,p1⊥ ,p2⊥) =
i

s
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d2k⊥

8π2
Tel(s,k

2
⊥) T (s,p

′
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,p′
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) , (8)

where p′
1⊥

= (p1⊥ − k⊥) and p′
2⊥

= (p2⊥ + k⊥), while T el(s,k2
⊥) is the elastic pp scattering

amplitude in transverse momentum space, which is related to the proton opacity via

Tel(s, t) = 2s

"

d2bt e
ik·bt Tel(s, bt) = 2is

"

d2bt e
ik·bt

#

1− e−Ω(s,bt)/2
$

, (9)

where t = −k2
⊥. We must add (8) to the ‘bare’ amplitude excluding rescattering effects to

give the full amplitude, which we can square to give the CEP cross section including eikonal
survival effects

dσ

d2p1⊥d
2p2⊥

∝ |T (s,p1⊥,p2⊥) + T res(s,p1⊥,p2⊥)|
2 , (10)

where here (and above) we have omitted the dependence of the cross section on all other
kinematic variables for simplicity. The overall normalisation of the cross section is achieved
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Soft survival factor

• How do we calculate the survival factor? Work in impact parameter 
space and apply ‘eikonal’ approach:

For this reason, survival effects are included fully differentially in the final–state momenta
in SuperChic 2. To describe in more detail how this is achieved, we can consider a simplified
‘one–channel’ model, which ignores any internal structure of the proton; see [36, 37] for
discussion of how this can be generalised to the more realistic ‘mutli–channel’ case. The
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Soft survival factor

• How do we calculate the survival factor? Work in impact parameter 
space and apply ‘eikonal’ approach:

For this reason, survival effects are included fully differentially in the final–state momenta
in SuperChic 2. To describe in more detail how this is achieved, we can consider a simplified
‘one–channel’ model, which ignores any internal structure of the proton; see [36, 37] for
discussion of how this can be generalised to the more realistic ‘mutli–channel’ case. The
average suppression factor is written as

⟨S2
eik⟩ =
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d2b1t d2b2t |T (s,b1t,b2t)|2 exp(−Ω(s, bt))
!

d2 b1td2b2t |T (s,b1t,b2t)|2
, (6)

where bit is the impact parameter vector of proton i, so that bt = b1t + b2t corresponds
to the transverse separation between the colliding protons, with bt = |bt|. T (s,b1t,b2t)
is the CEP amplitude (1) in impact parameter space, and Ω(s, bt) is the proton opacity,
which can be extracted from such hadronic observables as the elastic and total cross sections
as well as, combined with some additional physical assumption about the composition of
the proton, the single and double diffractive cross sections. From (6), we can see that
physically exp(−Ω(s, bt)) represents the probability that no inelastic scattering occurs at
impact parameter bt.

In the expression above, T (s,b1t,b2t) is just the Fourier conjugate of the CEP amplitude
(1), i.e. we have

T (s,p1⊥,p2⊥) =

"

d2b1t d
2b2t e

ip1⊥
·b1te−ip2⊥

·b2tT (s,b1t,b2t) . (7)

In transverse momentum space, the CEP amplitude including rescattering effects, T res, is
calculated by integrating over the transverse momentum k⊥ carried round the Pomeron loop
(represented by the grey oval labeled ‘S2

eik’ in Fig. 1). The amplitude including rescattering
corrections is given by

T res(s,p1⊥ ,p2⊥) =
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⊥) is the elastic pp scattering
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where t = −k2
⊥. We must add (8) to the ‘bare’ amplitude excluding rescattering effects to

give the full amplitude, which we can square to give the CEP cross section including eikonal
survival effects

dσ

d2p1⊥d
2p2⊥

∝ |T (s,p1⊥,p2⊥) + T res(s,p1⊥,p2⊥)|
2 , (10)

where here (and above) we have omitted the dependence of the cross section on all other
kinematic variables for simplicity. The overall normalisation of the cross section is achieved
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• How do we calculate the survival factor? Work in impact parameter 
space and apply ‘eikonal’ approach:

For this reason, survival effects are included fully differentially in the final–state momenta
in SuperChic 2. To describe in more detail how this is achieved, we can consider a simplified
‘one–channel’ model, which ignores any internal structure of the proton; see [36, 37] for
discussion of how this can be generalised to the more realistic ‘mutli–channel’ case. The
average suppression factor is written as
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where bit is the impact parameter vector of proton i, so that bt = b1t + b2t corresponds
to the transverse separation between the colliding protons, with bt = |bt|. T (s,b1t,b2t)
is the CEP amplitude (1) in impact parameter space, and Ω(s, bt) is the proton opacity,
which can be extracted from such hadronic observables as the elastic and total cross sections
as well as, combined with some additional physical assumption about the composition of
the proton, the single and double diffractive cross sections. From (6), we can see that
physically exp(−Ω(s, bt)) represents the probability that no inelastic scattering occurs at
impact parameter bt.

In the expression above, T (s,b1t,b2t) is just the Fourier conjugate of the CEP amplitude
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In transverse momentum space, the CEP amplitude including rescattering effects, T res, is
calculated by integrating over the transverse momentum k⊥ carried round the Pomeron loop
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• How do we calculate the survival factor? Work in impact parameter 
space and apply ‘eikonal’ approach:

For this reason, survival effects are included fully differentially in the final–state momenta
in SuperChic 2. To describe in more detail how this is achieved, we can consider a simplified
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where t = −k2
⊥. We must add (8) to the ‘bare’ amplitude excluding rescattering effects to

give the full amplitude, which we can square to give the CEP cross section including eikonal
survival effects
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2 , (10)

where here (and above) we have omitted the dependence of the cross section on all other
kinematic variables for simplicity. The overall normalisation of the cross section is achieved
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For this reason, survival effects are included fully differentially in the final–state momenta
in SuperChic 2. To describe in more detail how this is achieved, we can consider a simplified
‘one–channel’ model, which ignores any internal structure of the proton; see [36, 37] for
discussion of how this can be generalised to the more realistic ‘mutli–channel’ case. The
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where bit is the impact parameter vector of proton i, so that bt = b1t + b2t corresponds
to the transverse separation between the colliding protons, with bt = |bt|. T (s,b1t,b2t)
is the CEP amplitude (1) in impact parameter space, and Ω(s, bt) is the proton opacity,
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In transverse momentum space, the CEP amplitude including rescattering effects, T res, is
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eik’ in Fig. 1). The amplitude including rescattering
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give the full amplitude, which we can square to give the CEP cross section including eikonal
survival effects
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where here (and above) we have omitted the dependence of the cross section on all other
kinematic variables for simplicity. The overall normalisation of the cross section is achieved
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: Poissonian probability of no inelastic 
scattering at impact parameter     .

proton opacity

16

Exclusive production: theory

Rd�pp!pXp

dM2
XdyX

⇠
dLEPA

��

dM2
XdyX

�̂(�� ! X)

• Recall formula for exclusive     -initiated production in terms of EPA 
photon flux

• Why is this not an exact equality? Because we are asking for final state 
with intact protons, object      and nothing else- colliding protons may 
interact independently: ‘Survival factor’.

X

��

bt

b1t

b2t

• Underlying event generated by soft QCD. Cannot use pQCD        take 
phenomenological approach to this non-pert. observable.

)

V.A. Khoze, A.D. Martin, M.G. 
Ryskin, arXiv:1306.2149

⌦
S2

↵

bt

Poissonian probability of no inelastic 
scattering at impact parameter     .

Proton Opacity

bt
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• Results so far for particles from dissociation system entering veto region. 

• However additional inelastic      interactions need to be included - can fill gap.

• Include ‘survival factor’ = prob. of no additional inelastic      interactions. 

• Work in impact parameter space and apply ‘eikonal’ approach:

V.A. Khoze, A.D. Martin, M.G. Ryskin, 
EPJC73 (2013) 2503

• Where denominator corresponds to        considered before 
(cross section with no survival effects).

�pp
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•  All of the above well established for case of exclusive production. Need to 
extend formalism to case with proton dissociation.

• Not necessarily easy- must work at amplitude level. In momentum space:

qt

Tel(k2
t )

qt + kt

+

2

=

γ(x,µ2)

+

γ(x,µ2)F(k2
t )

+ · · ·

Figure 5: Schematic Feynman diagrams indicating how screening e↵ects may be included
in the case of semi–exclusive photon–induced lepton pair production. The vertical dashed
lines in the lower plots indicate the amplitude and the complex conjugate on the left and
right hand side, respectively, while the remaining two diagrams with the pomeron exchange
included in the conjugate amplitude and in both amplitude and the conjugate are not shown.

form
H�(x, ⇠ = 0, t;µ2) = x�evol(x, µ2; �)F1(t) , (26)

where �evol is defined in (14) and F1 is the proton Dirac form factor; this choice is motivated
by the sum rule derived in [36] for the quark GPDF, which is appropriate here as it is the
quark PDF which is driving the photon evolution. This allows the kt dependence induced by
the screening corrections to be properly accounted for at the cross section level, namely by
expanding the squared amplitude in the numerator of (23), giving

�scr. ⇠ 1 +
2i

s

Z
d2kt
8⇡2

Tel(k
2
t )F

2
1 (k

2
t )�

1

s2

Z
d2kt
8⇡2

d2k0
t

8⇡2
Tel(k

2
t )Tel(k

02
t )F

2
1 ((kt + k0

t)
2) , (27)

where overall factors have been omitted for simplicity. This expansion is shown schematically
in Fig. 5 (bottom). In fact, the calculation may be more easily performed in impact parameter

12

q1t

q2t

(a) bare

Tel(k2
t )

kt

q1t + kt

q2t � kt

(b) screened

Figure 4: Feynman diagrams for (a) bare and (b) screened amplitudes for coherent photon–
induced lepton pair production

amplitude including rescattering corrections is given by

T res(q1t, q2t) =
i

s

Z
d2kt
8⇡2

Tel(k
2
t ) T (q

0
1t, q

0
2t) , (22)

where q01t = q1t+kt and q02t = q1t�kt are the incoming photon transverse momenta, as show in
Fig. 4 (b), and other kinematic arguments of the amplitudes are omitted for simplicity. Here,
T (q01t, q

0
2t) is the production amplitude; for q0it = qit this corresponds to Fig. 4 (a). While

the equivalent photon approximation and the corresponding expression (16) for the coherent
component of the photon PDF are defined at the cross section level, as discussed in [8] the
coherent amplitude may be unambiguously defined for the term proportional to the proton
electromagnetic form factor, and thus included inside the kt integral (22). After adding to
the ‘bare’ amplitude (i.e. without survival e↵ects) and squaring, the average survival factor
may be evaluated using

hS2
eiki =

R
d2q1t d2q2t |T (q1t, q2t) + T res(q1t, q2t)|2R

d2q1t d2q2t |T (q1t, q2t)|2
, (23)

where for illustration we have considered only the simplest, so–called ‘one–channel’ approach,
which ignores any internal structure of the proton: see [31, 32] for discussion of how this can
be generalized to the more realistic ‘multi–channel’ case.

As discussed in [8], the inclusion of survival e↵ects requires a non–trivial vector combina-
tion of the incoming photon transverse momenta qit, which only after squaring and angular
averaging allows the qit dependence to be factorized as in (16). For example, for the produc-
tion of a spin–0 object the production amplitude in (22) should be decomposed as

T (q1t, q2t) ⇠ �1

2
(q1t · q2t) (T++ + T��)�

i

2
(q1t ⇥ q2t) · n0 (T++ � T��) (24)
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T
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•  But master formulae only strictly valid at 
cross section level:

contribution is included, although even here the uncertainty at lower mass is again significantly
larger than the corresponding PDF uncertainty and even at higher masses of the same order.
However, such corrections are often not available (publicly or otherwise) for LHC processes.
Moreover, even if these corrections are eventually explicitly included, one will still introduce an
(albeit smaller) source of uncertainty due to the residual scale dependence that can be bypassed
entirely by simply working with the exact result, as calculated in the structure function approach.
More significantly from a phenomenological point of view, we have seen that once one starts to
include cuts, or consider observables that are sensitive to the photon transverse momenta, the
di↵erence between even the NLO prediction (or that using the k?–factorization approach) can
again be rather large.

We note that the magnitude of these scale variation uncertainties in the inclusive cross
sections are roughly consistent with the LO and NLO uncertainty bands on the photon PDF
presented in Section 9 of [13], being of a similar origin. However, here the final ‘missing higher
order’ uncertainty derived within this approach is, as discussed in this work (see footnote 11),
only relevant for the case that one works at NLO for the photon–initiated contributions, and
will otherwise drastically underestimate the corresponding uncertainty, as we have seen above.
Moreover even if one works at NLO, then the uncertainty that they include, which comes from
the manner in which one defines the photon PDF and the factorization scale choice which
corresponds to it, is entirely absent in the structure function calculation. More significantly,
while this uncertainty is estimated to be rather small in [13], at the ⇠ 1% level or less, the
scale variation uncertainty in the NLO collinear cross section is not entirely accounted for by
this, and is in many cases larger, as we have seen. On the other hand, as discussed at the
end of Section 2, other small sources of uncertainty from missing higher–order non–factorizable
corrections, remain in both the structure function and collinear calculations.

4 Hadron–hadron collisions

We now consider some phenomenological implications of the results above for photon–initiated
production at the LHC. Before doing so, we briefly discuss the connection between the structure
function result (1) and the collinear prediction via the photon PDF, similarly to the lepton–
hadron case considered before. As in [33] we can write

�pp =
1

2s

Z
dx1dx2 d

2
q1?d

2
q2?d�↵(Q2

1)↵(Q
2
2)
⇢
µµ0

1 ⇢
⌫⌫0
2 M

⇤
µ0⌫0Mµ⌫

q21q
2
2

�
(4)(q1 + q2 � pX) , (29)

where xi and qi? are the photon momentum fractions (see [33] for precise definitions) and trans-
verse momenta, respectively. The amplitude squared M

⇤
µ0⌫0Mµ⌫ permits a general expansion [7]

M
⇤
µ0⌫0Mµ⌫ = Rµµ0R⌫⌫0

1

4

X

�1�2

|M�1�2 |2 + · · · , (30)

where we omit various terms that vanish when taking the Q1,2 ⌧ M
2
X limit, or after integration

over the photon azimuthal angle. Here R is the metric tensor that is transverse to the photon
momenta q1,2:

R
µ⌫ = �g

µ⌫ +
(q1q1)(q

µ
1 q

⌫
2 + q
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1q

µ
2 ) +Q

2
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µ
2 q

⌫
2 +Q

2
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µ
1 q

⌫
1
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1Q

2
2

. (31)
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• For lower mass/      dissociation still relatively straightforward. Can isolate 
dominant contribution in photon density matrix to work at amplitude level:

⇢µ
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• For higher mass/       cannot be done as easily, different approach needed.

• Full results in preparation - stay tuned!
Q2
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• A MC event generator for CEP 
processes. Common platform for:

‣ QCD-induced CEP.
‣ Photoproduction.

‣ Photon-photon induced CEP.

• For pp, pA and AA collisions.  Weighted/unweighted events (LHE, 
HEPMC) available- can interface to Pythia/HERWIG etc as required.

SuperChic 3 - MC Implementation

https://superchic.hepforge.org

• Update with full treatment of 
proton dissociation for photon-
initiated production in pp 
collisions in preparation.
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Summary/Outlook

Thank you for listening!

★ Photon-initiated production of phenomenological interest/
relevance in both inclusive and exclusive channels. 

★ New developments in calculation of PI processes allow high 
precision cross section calculation.

★ Unified MC treatment in inclusive/exclusive cases desirable 
and achievable. Work ongoing - stay tuned!
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High Mass Dissociation + Survival Factor

qt

Tel(k2
t )

qt + kt

+

2

=

γ(x,µ2)

+

γ(x,µ2)F(k2
t )

+ · · ·

Figure 5: Schematic Feynman diagrams indicating how screening e↵ects may be included
in the case of semi–exclusive photon–induced lepton pair production. The vertical dashed
lines in the lower plots indicate the amplitude and the complex conjugate on the left and
right hand side, respectively, while the remaining two diagrams with the pomeron exchange
included in the conjugate amplitude and in both amplitude and the conjugate are not shown.

form
H�(x, ⇠ = 0, t;µ2) = x�evol(x, µ2; �)F1(t) , (26)

where �evol is defined in (14) and F1 is the proton Dirac form factor; this choice is motivated
by the sum rule derived in [36] for the quark GPDF, which is appropriate here as it is the
quark PDF which is driving the photon evolution. This allows the kt dependence induced by
the screening corrections to be properly accounted for at the cross section level, namely by
expanding the squared amplitude in the numerator of (23), giving
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2) , (27)

where overall factors have been omitted for simplicity. This expansion is shown schematically
in Fig. 5 (bottom). In fact, the calculation may be more easily performed in impact parameter
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•  For high       case the                                        in Pomeron loop (generating 
screening correction) is       photon      .
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• Helps simplify calculation, even if cannot write directly at amplitude level.
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Figure 5: Schematic Feynman diagrams indicating how screening e↵ects may be included
in the case of semi–exclusive photon–induced lepton pair production. The vertical dashed
lines in the lower plots indicate the amplitude and the complex conjugate on the left and
right hand side, respectively, while the remaining two diagrams with the pomeron exchange
included in the conjugate amplitude and in both amplitude and the conjugate are not shown.

form
H�(x, ⇠ = 0, t;µ2) = x�evol(x, µ2; �)F1(t) , (26)

where �evol is defined in (14) and F1 is the proton Dirac form factor; this choice is motivated
by the sum rule derived in [36] for the quark GPDF, which is appropriate here as it is the
quark PDF which is driving the photon evolution. This allows the kt dependence induced by
the screening corrections to be properly accounted for at the cross section level, namely by
expanding the squared amplitude in the numerator of (23), giving
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where overall factors have been omitted for simplicity. This expansion is shown schematically
in Fig. 5 (bottom). In fact, the calculation may be more easily performed in impact parameter
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lines in the lower plots indicate the amplitude and the complex conjugate on the left and
right hand side, respectively, while the remaining two diagrams with the pomeron exchange
included in the conjugate amplitude and in both amplitude and the conjugate are not shown.

form
H�(x, ⇠ = 0, t;µ2) = x�evol(x, µ2; �)F1(t) , (26)

where �evol is defined in (14) and F1 is the proton Dirac form factor; this choice is motivated
by the sum rule derived in [36] for the quark GPDF, which is appropriate here as it is the
quark PDF which is driving the photon evolution. This allows the kt dependence induced by
the screening corrections to be properly accounted for at the cross section level, namely by
expanding the squared amplitude in the numerator of (23), giving
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where overall factors have been omitted for simplicity. This expansion is shown schematically
in Fig. 5 (bottom). In fact, the calculation may be more easily performed in impact parameter
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• For screened case, we effectively need:

where the T�1�2 are now the �(�1)�(�2) ! X helicity amplitudes and n0 is a unit vector along
the (beam) z–axis; see [8] for the full case, including the |Jz| = 2 amplitudes. Using this, it
can readily be shown that the bare amplitude squared reduces to the correct cross section
level expressions corresponding to (16) or (20), while in the screened case it is again crucial
to include this correct vector form of the amplitude, i.e. with the q0it included inside the
integral (22). We therefore do this here, following the approach of [8], for both the coherent
and incoherent contributions. As the relative contributions of the amplitudes T�1�2 a↵ect the
q? dependence in (24), the survival factor will in general depend on the helicity structure
of the �� ! X process. In all numerical calculations that follow we consider for simplicity
the case of a scalar object (T++ = T��, T±⌥ = 0). For other quantum numbers, the survival
factor can vary by up to ⇠ 10%.

Next, we must consider the component of the photon PDF due to the DGLAP evolution
term in (13), generated by the q ! q� splitting. We will first consider the case that the
photon PDFs from both protons correspond to this evolution component, before discussing
the mixed case. As mentioned above, in contrast to the input component, for which q2t < Q2

0,
we now have q2t � Q2

0, due to strong DGLAP qt ordering. The transverse momentum
transferred through the pomeron loop corresponds to a soft physics scale, and is generally
very low, being set by k2

t ⇠ 2/Bel, where Bel is the t–slope for elastic pp scattering, with at
the LHC Bel ⇠ 20GeV�2 [33] and so k2

t ⇠ 0.1GeV2. Thus, when we consider a screened
diagram of the type shown in Fig. 5 (top right), we have qit � kt, and so when considering
the screened amplitude (22), the incoming photon transverse momenta are simply given by
q0it ⇠ qit, and the production amplitude T (q01t, q

0
2t) factorizes from the kt integral.

More precisely, we note that in fact the evolution component can no longer be defined at
the amplitude level, as it is the cross section which is written in terms of the photon PDF.
This is shown schematically in Fig. 5 (bottom left) for the unscreened case. We must therefore
define screening corrections at the cross section level; this can be achieved by observing that
for the screened contribution to the cross section of the type shown in Fig. 5 (bottom left),
instead of dealing with the usual ‘diagonal’ photon PDF, we should instead consider the
generalised PDF (GPDF), see [34, 35] for reviews and references, that is

x�(x, µ2) ! H�(x, ⇠ = 0, t;µ2) , (25)

where the skewedness is provided by the non–zero squared transverse momentum t ⇡ �kt
transferred through the t–channel exchange (i.e. the hard process and the DGLAP ladder
generating the evolution of the GPDF) by the screening pomeron9. We can then to good
approximation neglect this kt dependence in the evolution of the GPDF: this is well justified
at LO as due to the strong qt ordering of the DGLAP evolution, the kt . Q0 transferred
through the pomeron loop can be neglected in every rung of the evolution ladder for H�

except that nearest the proton. This allows us to write the above expression in the factorized

9For the unscreened contribution in Fig. 5 (bottom left), due to the basics properties of the GPDFs we
have H

�(x, ⇠ = 0, t = 0;µ2) = x�(x, µ2), reproducing the usual factorisation formula, as it must do.
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• We assume:
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Figure 5: Schematic Feynman diagrams indicating how screening e↵ects may be included
in the case of semi–exclusive photon–induced lepton pair production. The vertical dashed
lines in the lower plots indicate the amplitude and the complex conjugate on the left and
right hand side, respectively, while the remaining two diagrams with the pomeron exchange
included in the conjugate amplitude and in both amplitude and the conjugate are not shown.

form
H�(x, ⇠ = 0, t;µ2) = x�evol(x, µ2; �)F1(t) , (26)

where �evol is defined in (14) and F1 is the proton Dirac form factor; this choice is motivated
by the sum rule derived in [36] for the quark GPDF, which is appropriate here as it is the
quark PDF which is driving the photon evolution. This allows the kt dependence induced by
the screening corrections to be properly accounted for at the cross section level, namely by
expanding the squared amplitude in the numerator of (23), giving
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where overall factors have been omitted for simplicity. This expansion is shown schematically
in Fig. 5 (bottom). In fact, the calculation may be more easily performed in impact parameter
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• And cross section including survival effects takes relatively simple form:
Proton Dirac FF

GPDF
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